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He deals the cards as a meditation.
And those he plays never suspect.
He doesn't play for the money he wins.
He doesn't play for respect.

He deals the cards to find the answer.
The sacred geometry of chance.
The hidden law of a probable outcome.
The numbers lead a dance.

— STING, Ten Summoner's Tales (1993)
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T

he experimental verification of the celebrated Standard Model [1] of electroweak and strong interactions has evolved during the last decade from a qualitative level to the level of high precision tests. Being a generally accepted theory the Standard Model forms a modern theoretical basis of elementary particle physics.
In this model both the electro-weak and strong forces are mediated by vector bosons
(spin-1 particles), and the part of the Standard Model that describes the self-interacting
vector bosons and their coupling to matter fields (which are spin-1/2 fields) is known
as Yang-Mills [2] theory.
The quantum field theory that is used to describe the electro-weak and strong interactions is invariant under a specific group of local gauge transformations SU(3) ®
SU(2) ® U(l): the group SU(3) for the strong interactions and the group SU(2) <g>
U(l) for the electro-weak interactions. The principle of local gauge symmetry has led
to deep insight into the structures of the electro-weak and strong interactions and resulted in many predictions which were confirmed experimentally. In particular, it led to
the unification of the electromagnetic and weak interactions into one electro-weak gauge
theorya and to the successful prediction of the W± and Z° bosons.
The Standard Model possesses non-trivial properties from a theoretical viewpoint
and it provides a self-consistent framework in which calculations can be performed.
These properties include the renormalizability of ultraviolet divergences [3] (as a result of the gauge symmetries) and the cancellation of axial anomalies [4] that appear at
the quantum level. However, one should realize that it is ultimately the agreement with
experiments that provides the justification of any physical theory. In particular, the success of Quantum ElectroDynamics (QED) in predicting [5] the measured [6] anomalous
a

To account for the observed massive vector bosons of the weak interactions (without breaking gaugeinvariance of the Standard Model Lagrangian or introducing massless Goldstone bosons), one uses the
Higgs mechanism for spontaneous symmetry breaking to break an electro-weak gauge theory into a weak
theory with massive vector bosons plus standard Quantum ElectroDynamics. This mechanism predicts the
existence of at least one massive Higgs boson and the search for such a Higgs boson is an important topic
in present and future experiments.

1
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magnetic moment of the electron to an accuracy of at least 8 significant digits'5
ae(th)
a e (exp)

=
=

1159652201.2(2.1)(27.1)xlCT 1 2 ,
1159652188.4(4.3) x l O " 1 2 ,

(1.1)

justifies not only the theory of QED but also provides a solid phenomenological basis
for quantum field theory as a whole.
In spite of its success as a predictive theory, there are still some facts which are
not explained by the Standard Model (such as an explanation for the origin of the large
difference in lepton and quark masses) and there are many possible extensions to the
Standard Model (such as supersymmetic extensions). Nevertheless it is a generally accepted reference model for comparison with both experiments and other theories.
This thesis is dedicated to the calculation of several processes within the Standard
Model which are measured with high precision in scattering experiments. The calculations that are performed in this thesis focus on high order (3 and 4-loop) quantum corrections due to strong interactions which are important for a reliable confrontation of
the Standard Model with experiments. Higher order quantum corrections in the Standard Model generally show the interplay between the strong and electro-weak interactions (in most cases both interactions are involved) and the calculations considered in
this thesis also involve some aspects of the electro-weak theory.

1.1 Quarks and Gluons
The part of the Standard Model that describes the strong interactions of elementary particles is known as Quantum ChromoDynamics (QCD). The elementary particles in QCD
are spin-1/2 Dirac fermions, called quarks which strongly interact via Yang-Mills type
vector bosons, called gluons (they strongly couple or 'glue' the quarks together). These
elementary particles are the constituents of hadrons i.e. of the strongly interacting particles that are observed in nature (of which the proton (p) and neutron (n) are the lightest
baryons and the pions ( T T * , ^ 0 ) are the lightest mesons). The quarks in the Standard
Model are distinguished by a pair of quantum numbers, which are called flavour and
colour.
Spin-1/2 quarks with different flavours first appeared in the context of the quark
model of Gell-Mann and Zweig [7] which elaborated on a very successful concept of
an approximate SU(3) flavour group introduced by Gell-Mann and Ne'eman [8] for explaining and predicting many features of the observed multiplets of strongly interacting
particles (i.e. sets of hadrons with the same spin and almost the same masses). Originally, only 3 flavour quantum numbers were distinguished since only relatively light
hadrons had been observed by 1960 and there was no direct evidence that quarks were
indeed elementary particles rather than group-theoretical constructs. At present, the Standard Model distinguishes 6 quark flavours which are usually named: up (u), down (d),
b
The largest source of error in this recently improved theoretical result is due to the experimental uncertainty in the determination of the electromagnetic coupling constant.
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strange (s), charm (c), bottom (b), top (t). The quarks of a different flavour have different properties [9] with respect to the electro-weak interactions and have very different
masses (for so called running masses: mu fa 5 MeV, m j ~ 8 MeV, ms fa 200 MeV,
mcfa 1.5 GeV, m / , « 5 GeV, m t ~ 180 GeV; the top quark has only recently been
found in experiments [10]). The relatively small mass difference between the lightest 3
quark flavours accounts for the fact that the SU(3) flavour symmetry corresponding to
the 3 lightest flavours is only slightly broken.
The colour quantum number of quarks has 3 possible values; each quark of a given
flavour comes in 3 different colours. The first evidence for a colour degree of freedom
for quarks as an exact symmetry of the strong interactions (respected by the other interactions) appeared in relation to the quark model of Gell-Mann and Zweig. A new
colour degree of freedom could explain [11] the existence of certain hadrons consisting
of three spin-]/2 quarks of identical flavour that would violate Fermi-Dirac statistics for
spin-1/2 particles without this colour degree of freedom. Evidence for the existence of
precisely 3 quark colours came also from measurements of processes such as the decay
rate r(7r°—>-yy) [12] and the ratio of the cross-sections <r(e+e~—» hadrons)/cr(e+e~
Further important experimental information about the structure of hadrons and of the
strong interactions came in 1968 from a deep inelastic electron-proton scattering experiment at Stanford [14] (SLAC) where the electromagnetic charge distribution of the proton was probed at high transferred momentum-squared. The proton structure functions
(form factors) that were measured were nearly independent of the transferred momentumsquared, the primary interaction scale in this process. This phenomenon is known as
Bjorken scaling [15] and means that the constituents of hadrons (which are strongly
bound at low energy scales) are almost free particles at sufficiently high energy scales.
A quantum field theory for the strong interactions between hadron constituents was
found in the form of a non-abelian gauge theory for interactions between quarks and
gluons. The pre-existence of an exact colour symmetry in the strong interactions made
it natural (in view of the success of the electro-weak gauge theory) to introduce renormalizable interactions between the quarks by 'gauging' this colour symmetry with an
appropriate local symmetry group. Furthermore, the perturbative analysis [16] of nonabelian Yang-Mills gauge theories showed that for such theories the effective, renormalized coupling constants that characterizes the strength of the force, decrease logarithmically with increasing energy scale. This indicates that the interacting particles in
non-abelian gauge theories are weakly coupled at sufficiently high energies. This phenomenon is known as asymptotic freedom and has been shown [17] to be unique to
non-abelian gauge theories. For example, for an abelian gauge theory such as QED the
effective coupling constant increases with an increasing energy scale.
The generally accepted theory for the strong interactions, QCD, is a gauge theory
with the non-abelian SU(3) gauge group for the colour degrees of freedom. The 8 gluons which are the gauge bosons of this theory form an octet under colour SU(3) gauge
transformations. The elementary particles of QCD, i.e. the quarks and gluons, have
not been observed as free particles. It is a standard assumption (supported also by recent results in supersymmetric theories and lattice gauge theories) that QCD confines the
quarks and gluons into colour singlet (colourless) bound states such as mesons (quark-
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antiquark states) and baryons (states of 3-quarks). This explains why no free quarks or
gluons have been found. Furthermore one can not construct SU(3) colour-singlet states
from 2 or 4 quarks which agrees with the fact that no such states have been observed
in nature.
Recent experimental evidence for the correctness of QCD comes for example from
the fact that measurements of the effective strong coupling constant at different energy
scales (from many different experiments, recently also from lattice calculations) agree
with the scale dependence predicted by QCD [9].

1.2

Final-State Inclusive Processes

The enormous strength of the strong force at low energies and the confinement property make it complicated to test QCD in experiments. Even if the primary interaction
scale in a hadronic scattering process is high (in practice 'high' means above 1 GeV)
such that the quarks and gluons seem to be weakly interacting, one still has to deal
with strong interactions at lower energy scales (and long time scales). The highly energetic quarks and gluons that are produced in some interactions will hadronize into
states consisting of many hadrons which are (in addition to some leptons) observed in
detectors, usually in the form of jets [18]. Phenomenological models [19] are used to
describe the hadronization processes because no rigorous method for the calculation of
these low energy processes is available.
The theoretical analysis of hadronic scattering processes greatly simplifies if the final
hadronic states are measured inclusively which means that except for the total invariant mass, no details of the final hadronic states are observed. Prominent examples of
final state inclusive quantities are a(e+e~—> hadrons) and the inclusive deep-inelastic
lepton-nucleon scattering cross-sections. The predictions for such processes do not depend on hadronization models, essentially because it is the primary interaction at the
high energy scale and not the subsequent hadronization process that fixes the observed
total invariant mass of the hadronic system. This fact is obvious if the hadronization
process is truly a physical process (that conserves energy-momentum) and operates only
after the primary interaction.
Since for high enough energies the effective QCD coupling constant becomes significantly smaller than 1 due to the asymptotic freedom property one may expect that
perturbation theory (i.e. formal expansions in terms of positive powers of the effective
coupling constant) can be used to obtain accurate results for the inclusive processes at
high characteristic energies. However, apart from the fact that there may be intrinsically non-perturbative contributions, perturbation theory itself has some fundamental and
practical limitations. The practical limitation comes from the fact that the application of
perturbative QCD at the present accessible energies requires in general the knowledge
of at least 3 perturbative orders to make theoretical predictions with less than 1 % uncertainty, and the corresponding calculations are far from trivial. The fundamental limitation comes from the fact that the perturbation theory gives most probably an asymptotic
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series that after some order starts to diverge0 and therefore has fundamental uncertainties.

1.3

Survey of the work in this thesis

The main part of this thesis is formed by a selection of published work that gives a
comprehensive picture of the analytical higher order contributions that we have obtained
and the methods for doing so (without emphasizing the huge computational complexity that is involved). The topics that are treated in the following chapters are briefly
introduced in this section.

1.3.1

Inclusive hadronic decay rates

In the chapters 2 and 3, results for various inclusive hadronic decay rates at the 4-loop
order are obtained. In particular, the calculation of the inclusive hadronic Z° decay rate
in the a.3s order [chapter 2], where as is the strong coupling constant, was necessary
in view of the high precision measurements [22] (at the per-mille level) of a(e+e~—>
7,2"°—>• hadrons) at the LEP collider. The inclusive measurement of the final hadronic
states makes it a relatively clean process. Formally, this follows from the fact that the
calculation of the inclusive decay rate can be reduced (using S-matrix unitarity) to the
calculation of the Z-boson propagator within the Standard Model.
The coupling of a Z° boson to quarks in the Standard Model consists of a vector
part and an axial vector part. As a consequence, Z° decay into hadrons has a vector
channel and an axial vector channel (the hadronic Z° decay rate splits up in a vector
part and an axial vector part). The vector contribution to the hadronic Z° decay rate
could be derived in the order a^ from the calculation of a(e+e~ —yy—t hadrons) [23]
and was generally used in the analysis of experiments.
The calculation of the axial-vector contribution in the order a f was an outstanding problem. The main difficulties in obtaining this axial vector part are due to a class
of Feynman diagrams that have axial anomaly type subdiagrams. The structure of the
Standard Model makes sure that the axial anomaly cancels in the sum of all the diagrams but the large mass difference between the top and bottom quarks induces a potentially large contribution. In practice this means that one cannot avoid calculating 4loop massive diagrams and we developed for this purpose a practical technique for large
mass expansions to obtain systematic expansions of Feynman diagrams in terms of logarithms and inverse powers of a large mass. A second interesting aspect in the calculation of the axial-vector part of the hadronic Z° decay rate is the non-trivial treatment
of the Dirac 75 matrix within the framework of dimensional regularization [24] which
'Explicit information about the nature of the perturbative series has been obtained for the g<£4-theory
in 4-dimensions: the (L-l)-loop coefficients of the /3-function, (3(-L\ maximally increase for high orders
as [20]: 0{L) L =°° L\ L7/2(- l)L[C + 0(1/L)]
with C a scheme dependent constant. However
the calculated lowest orders up to 5-loops [21] show only a power-like growth: /3^-g(g) = l - 5 g 2 —
2 . 8 3 3 g 3 + 1 6 . 2 7 g 4 - 135.8O9 5 + 1421.3g 6 + O(g7).
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is the generally used regularization method for higher order perturbative calculations in
QCD.
The technique for large mass expansions is also used to obtain the systematic large
charm-quark mass expansion for the hadronic decay rate of the tau-lepton, F(r—>v T +
hadrons) and to obtain the large top-quark mass expansions for the rates of Higgs boson
decay into bottom quarks and into gluons [chapter 3]. The decay rate of the Higgs boson into gluons and the axial-vector part of the hadronic ZQ decay rate have the feature
that contributions due to the mediation of heavy quarks (i.e. quantum corrections due
to heavy quark loops) are not suppressed by the corresponding quark masses. These
processes are known exceptions to the Appelquist-Carazzone theoremd [25] about the
decoupling of a heavy particle in quantum field theory.

1.3.2

Deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering

In chapter 4, 3-loop perturbative contributions to the inclusive deep inelastic leptonnucleon scattering process are obtained. The cross-section for this scattering process
cannot be treated completely within perturbation theory because the quarks and gluons in the initial state are bound inside a nucleon which involves strong interactions
at a low energy scale where non-perturbative effects dominate. However, methods have
been developed to factorize this cross-section into a part that depends only on the high
energy scale in the process, q2 (which is the scale of the primary lepton-quark interactions or more precisely, the exchanged 4 momentum-squared between lepton and nucleon), and a part that describes the momentum distributions of quarks and gluons in
the initial state nucleon (these distributions are generally known as parton distributions).
The oldest and most rigorous method to accomplish such a factorization for the lepton nucleon scattering process is based on a formal operator product expansion (OPE)
of the hadronic part of the cross-section in terms of an infinite set of local operators in
combination with a dispersion relation technique that originates from analytic S-matrix
theory. In this way one can express the hadronic part of the inclusive lepton-hadron
scattering cross-section (i.e. the hadronic tensor) in terms of perturbatively calculable
coefficient functions (that depend on the high energy scale q2) and non-perturbative matrix elements of local operators which are connected to parton distributions. This means
that when the parton distributions are derived from experiments at several values for the
high energy scale q 2 , predictions for the cross-section at other q2 can be made using
perturbative calculations. Furthermore, the parton distributions that appear in the predictions for inclusive deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering can also be used in other
hadronic processes (for reviews see [26, 27]) such as in the Drell-Yan process [28] for
the production of massive lepton pairs in hadron-hadron scattering. This is only true if
one performs the perturbative calculations of the various processes in the same renormalization and factorization scheme.
At present, the coefficient functions are known in the two-loop approximation [29].
The 2-loop corrections are not alarmingly large, but they are nevertheless sizable (see
d

This theorem states that in most circumstances radiative corrections due to (virtual) particles with a
mass much greater than the external momenta are suppressed by at least one power of the large mass.
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e.g. [30]). However, in order to obtain the complete q2-dependence of the 2-loop coefficient functions within the framework of renormalization group improved perturbation
theory, one also needs to know the 3-loop approximation for anomalous dimensions of
the operators that appear in the operator product expansion.
Chapter 4 treats the analytical calculation of 3-loop anomalous dimensions and 3loop coefficient functions corresponding to the first 5 local operators that appear in the
operators product expansion. These results represent only a part of the complete 3-loop
anomalous dimensions and coefficient functions since the OPE contains an infinite number of operators. However, the analytical results allow us to make an accurate analysis
of the size of the perturbative contributions in a large part of the kinematical region of
the inclusive lepton-hadron scattering process, for the first time at the 3-loop level.
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2.1 Preliminaries
For the ZQ decay rate into hadrons, the quantity to be determined is the squared matrix
element summed over all final hadronic states. One can express this quantity as the
imaginary part of a current correlator in the standard way (using the optical theorem)
O) = 2 I m I I ' " ' ,

(2.1)

^-g>"Jq2U1(q2)-q>iquIi2{q2).

(2.2)

Here J'J'=g/{2cos9w)Y^—i'llJi'ytl{gv—9A75)'>Pi

is the neutral weak quark current

coupled to the Z° boson in the Lagrangian of the Standard Model, where we use the

notations as given in [9] gl/ = t3L(i) — 2qism26w

and g\ = tzL{i)-

The hadronic Z° decay width is expressed as

r ha d = rjf ad +r^ ad = mzlmn 1 (m|+ie)

(2.3)

with the indicated decomposition into vector (V) and axial vector (A) parts imposed by
the structure of the neutral current. We will calculate I m l l i in the order g2a\. It is a
calculation within perturbative QCD except for two weak current vertex insertions (i.e.
the weak current is considered as an external current for QCD).
Throughout this chapter we use dimensional regularization [24] in D = 4 — 2e spacetime dimensions and the standard modification of the minimal subtraction scheme [39],
the MS scheme [40]. For the treatment of the 75 matrix in dimensional regularization
we use the technique described in [41] which is based on the original definition of 75
in [24]. We work in the approximation of 5 massless quark flavours and the top quark
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mass large compared to the Z° mass. We should stress that the top quark does not
decouple [42] from the axial vector part due to subdiagrams of the axial anomaly type.
In relation to this it is convenient to split the vector and axial vector contribution
in non-singlet (NS) and singlet (S) parts

rv —
1

-iV.JVS
had

rA

v,s

_-pA,NS
had

had i

had

(2.4)

had —

The non-singlet parts come from Feynman diagrams where both weak current vertices
are located in one fermion loop [see figure 1].

Figure 1. The massive non-singlet diagrams contributing to r h ^^d
and r h ^^( j . The
non-singlet contributions due to massless diagrams were calculated in ref. [23]. It is
therefore understood that in the shown topologies at least one fermion loop has to be a
massive top quark loop for the calculations in this chapter. The symbol ® indicates an
external weak current vertex (with an external momentum q2 = m2z): a neutral weak
•^V,NS and an axial vector vertex
vector vertex g ^ 7 M for
>01 L h a d •

Figure 2. Massive diagrams (= with top quark loops) contributing to the vector singlet
part, r h . j d . The symbol <£) is used to indicate a vector current vertex. It is understood
that for each diagram at least one fermion loop has to be a massive top quark loop. The
massless diagrams (of the same topologies) were calculated in ref. [23]
10
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Figure 3. The massive and massless diagrams contributing to the axial vector singlet
part, r h ^ d . The symbol (£> is used to indicate an axial vector current vertex. For each
fermion loop both massless u,d,s,c,b-quai'ks and massive top quai'ks are considered in
our calculations in this chapter.

The singlet contributions come from diagrams where each weak current vertex is
located in a separate fermion loop. The singlet diagrams are presented in figures 2,3.
The c*g approximation for the vector part in effective QCD with 5 active massless quark flavours in the MS scheme was calculated in [23] (in the leading order of
the large top quark mass expansion). This calculation used the fact that the top quark
decouples for the vector part in the leading order of the large quark mass expansion.
Therefore within effective 5 flavour QCD this calculation involved only massless diagrams and the result reads in numerical form
V,NS
r
1

_
had —

GFm3z

,(5)

hi.40923

1+

had

-0.41318

~ 27TX/2 \ h

,(5)

-12.76706

7T

)

(2.5)

with the Fermi constant GF = g2\/2/[8cos2(9w)'m2z]Here al5\mz)
is the coupling constant in effective QCD with 5 active flavours. The coupling constant of effective 5 flavour QCD, a^ and the coupling constant of full 6 flavour QCD, a^ both
obey the renormalization group equation [with nf — 5 for a^5^ and n / = 6 for a^ ]
das/(47r)
MTT'

V

(2.6)
4TT'

where

A) =
A =

(jCA~TFnf)
{~C2A-ACFTFnf-2-^CATFns)
11
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f32

=

^
1415

44

2

rp2^2 | 1^8

rp2^2\

— ^ - C A T i r n / + y G F T i r n / +— G A T F n / )

n

7

\

(2.7)

The three loop QCD beta function in the MS-scheme was calculated in [43]. CF — 4/3
and CA = 3 are the Casimir operators of the fundamental and adjoint representation of
the colour group SU(3), TF = l/2 is the trace normalization of the fundamental representation. The solution of eq.(2.6) in the next-next-to-leading order has the standard
form

+ /02/3o-/3? ,(2.8)
V

MS /

where it is understood that the scale A ^ also depends on the number of active flavours.
The (top quark mass dependent) relation between « ( 6 ) and a<,5) is called the decoupling relation and will be discussed later in more detail but for completeness we
give the NNL order expression

•K

TV

\

TT )

3
3

m1{ii)
m1{ii)

\

?
r
?r

) \9
9

™?(/0

where /J. is the renormalization scale and m,t{n) is the top quark mass in the MS
scheme. Please note that the term 13/48 TFCF that we found is slightly different from
the one in ref. [44]. Substituting expression (2.8) for a[5^ and c4 6 ) one canfindthe
connection between A^^i and A^g- via mt(n).
m t (/i) obeys the renormalization group equation

7o( — ) - 7 i ( — ) 2 - 7 2 ( - ) 3 + O ( a s ) 4
7T

7T

(2.10)

7T

where
7o

=

71

=

72

=

~)-~CFT2Fn2f)
^ f

12

Z I

(2.11)
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and £ is the Riemann zeta-function. The three loop quark mass anomalous dimension
was calculated in ref. [45]
Let us quote the existing results for the axial vector contribution. The axial vector
non-singlet part can be reduced to the vector case by using the effective anticommutation property of the 75 matrix in the prescription that we use. More strictly, it can be
done only in the limit of massless light quarks. Thus the non-singlet axial part coincides with the vector non-singlet part up to a change of the weak coupling constants
and reads (in the leading order of the large top quark mass expansion)
ot

•pA,NS __
1

had

—

(5)

• +1.40923 a

•K

\

(s)

-12.76706

TV

-2
V 7T

(2.12)
Let us turn to the axial vector singlet part. In the Standard Model quarks in a weak
doublet couple with opposite sign to the Z° boson in the axial vector part of the neutral current. That is why the contributions from light doublets add up to zero in the
massless limit for axial vector singlet diagrams. The only non-zero contribution comes
from the top-bottom doublet due to the large mass difference between top and bottom
quarks. The calculation of the axial vector singlet part therefore involves the calculation
of massive diagrams (i.e. diagrams with massive top quark loops), even in the leading
order of the large top quark mass expansion. The large top quark mass expansion of
both the vector and axial vector contributions, including the power suppressed top quark
mass corrections, is treated in this chapter.
In the order a^ and in the leading order of the large top quark mass expansion the
axial vector singlet part has been obtained independently by us [37] and by Chetyrkin
& Tarasov [38]. This result, which is part of the more elaborate results presented in this
chapter, is considered to be well established especially since the calculations relied on
different methods. To complete this section we quote this result in the effective theory
with 5 active massless quark flavours
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where we separated the two weak coupling structures and used the notation
g^n=g^
P
and g*X =g% Here and below mt = mt(mz)
is the MS top mass at the scale mzOne may relate it to the pole mass through the expression
Ois(mz) (.
m%
4
-\)+O(a2s)
ln(—-—)-\—
n
m
V pole
3
which is known in the NNL approximation [46] or relate it to mt(mt)
expression

7T

through the

mf{mt

This would correspondingly modify the coefficients of the a^ term in (2.13) but we
prefer to use the MS top quark mass, mt(/j,) (at fj, = mz) which is the original mass
from the QCD Lagrangian.

2.2

The calculation of the massless diagrams

In this section we will treat the calculation of the four-loop massless diagrams from
figure 3 that contribute to F ^ f . We will illustrate the techniques by considering the
most difficult diagram (the first one on the second line in figure 3). We will use a diagrammatic language but we should emphasize that a diagram just corresponds to some
multiloop integral which can be manipulated in many ways as is shown below.
Since we are only interested in the structure function IIi(g 2 ) (see Eqs. (2.2,2.3)),
we contract the diagrams with the projector (g^11 — q^q"/q2)
which reduces the diagram to a scalar integral. In practice we calculate all propagator type integrals in Euclidean momentum space and we will frequently use an external Euclidean momentum
vector Q instead of q. In figure 4 we present diagrammatically the renormalization of
ultraviolet divergences of the first diagram one on the second line in figure 3.

OXD -*(QJ)<D -(CIS
Figure 4. The ultraviolet renormalization of the four-loop diagram. The ultraviolet counterterms are presented between round brackets.

At present, we do not have a technique which would allow a direct calculation of
this 4-loop diagram. But we can use the fact that we need to know only poles in e for
this diagram, since only these pole terms generate terms containing ln( — q2— ie) which
produce non-zero imaginary parts, (in dimensional regularization every iV-loop massless propagator type integral receives an overall factor {ii2 /Q2)Ne,
logarithms come
from e ^ 1 ( / L t 2 / Q 2 ) £ = £ " 1 + l n ( ^ t 2 / Q 2 ) + O ( e ) and give imaginary parts through ln( — s
—ie)=\n(s) — iir, where s = — Q2 = q2 = m2z ) . One can see from figure 4 that it is
sufficient to calculate all renormalization terms (2 n d - 4 t h terms in figure 4), including
the 4-loop counterterm, in order to restore the pole terms for the diagram itself (because
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the sum is finite). All renormalization terms except the 4-loop counterterms can be directly calculated with the help of the package MINCER [47] written for the symbolic
manipulation program FORM [48]. This package calculates analytically 3-loop massless
propagator diagrams using the integration by part algorithm of ref. [49] for dimensionally regularized diagrams.
In this way we have reduced the problem of calculating the imaginary pail of the
4-loop diagram of figure 4 to the problem of calculating its 4-loop ultraviolet counterterm. The last problem can be reduced to the calculation of 3-loop propagator type diagrams (which are calculable with the package MINCER) using the infrared rearrangement method [50, 51]. This method relies heavily on the fact that in the MS scheme ultraviolet counterterms are polynomials in momenta and masses [52], i.e. do not contain
logarithms or inverse powers of momenta and masses. In our case the 4-loop counterterm has dimension two which means that it is simply proportional to Q2. If we take
the d'Alembertian in Q of this counterterm we get a dimensionless quantity which is
just a Laurent series in e. To obtain this Laurent series we need to calculate counterterms of dimensionless diagrams. These diagrams are produced after applying the
d'Alembertian in Q to the 4-loop diagram of figure 4. In fact, the application of the
d'Alembertian produces several dimensionless 4-loop diagrams after differentiation of
the lines of the original diagram; some of these diagrams are presented in figure 5

Figure 5. Diagrammatic representation of applying the d'Alembertian in Q to the 4-loop
counterterm. A prime on a line denotes the differentiation of this line in its momentum.
The round brackets denote the ultraviolet counterterms of the diagrams inside the brackets.

Since ultraviolet counterterms of dimensionless diagrams do not depend on the external
momentum Q, we can change the route of this momentum through these diagrams as
we wish, e.g. as it is chosen in the r.h.s. of figure 5. The choice of a new route for
the external momentum can generate infrared poles (even though the original diagram
did not have infrared divergences) which then essentially complicates the extraction of
the ultraviolet poles. For example, nullifying the momentum Q will nullify the whole
diagram because of new infrared divergences. The chosen momentum route in the r.h.s.
of figure 5 reduces the calculation of the 4-loop diagrams in figure 5 to the calculation
of simpler 4-loop topologies. These topologies have the form of a 3-loop propagator
type subdiagram (which can be done with the package MINCER) inserted in a trivial
one-loop topology.
The essential complication now is that the second diagram in the r.h.s. of figure 5
contains infrared divergences. For this diagram it is impossible to choose the route of
the external momentum in a way that avoids infrared divergences and simultaneously
reduces the calculation of the corresponding diagram to a 3-loop propagator insertion.
In this case we need to apply the technique of the R* operation [53] which allows
to calculate ultraviolet counterterms of dimensionally regularized diagrams even in the
15
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presence of infrared singularities. It is interesting to note that the diagram of figure 4
was the only diagram that needed the application of the R* operation in the calculation
Of

r

had•

2.3 The expansion of massive diagrams
We will now treat the large mass expansion of the individual massive diagrams. We
calculate all integrals in Euclidean momentum space. The general theory of Euclidean
asymptotic expansions was developed in [54, 55]. For practical purpose we use the
techniques developed in [56, 57].
Let's go through some simple ideas (see e.g. [58]) that generalise to a recipe of
expanding individual dimensionally regularized diagrams. This recipe can then also be
used to expand MS renormalized diagrams since it can be applied to each term of the
renormalized expression for a given diagram (i.e. the expression after application of the
ultraviolet R-operation to this diagram).
A simple scalar diagram containing both massless lines and massive lines is shown
in the l.h.s. of figure 6a.

-0--O
Figure 6a. Thick lines denote massive scalar propagators, thin lines denote massless
scalar propagators. The symbol X indicates the insertion of the small momentum expansion of the massive triangle.

We are going to expand this diagram in a large mass which is equivalent to the expansion in a small (in comparison to the mass) external momentum, Q. Please note that we
can not simply expand the integrand of the corresponding Feynman integral as a Taylor
series in Q, because putting Q = 0 generates infrared divergences8 when one integrates
over momentum k. Let us therefore first consider the expansion of the massive oneloop subgraph as a Taylor series in its external momenta, k and Q. This expansion can
be obtained by a simple Taylor expansion of its integrand in k and Q because it does
not generate infrared divergences when one integrates over 1 (since all relevant lines
have a non-zero mass). More generally, the expansion of diagrams with only massive
propagators in terms of (small) external momenta can be safely done by making Taylor
expansions in these momenta in the integrands. The Taylor expansions of integrands
are generated by simple expansions of propagators in small momenta Q
1

1

^(-2P-Q-Q2)*

/

1

"Infrared divergences are regulated in dimensional regularization and putting Q = 0 before performing the integrals give infrared poles 1/e. Since Q is small but non-zero in our application, we want to
obtain the infrared divergence in the form of a finite power of log(Q 2 ). This is what one would get by
performing the integrals for non-zero Q.
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where N is the desired order in the expansion. We then add and subtract the expansion of the massive one-loop subgraph as is indicated in the r.h.s. of figure 6a. The
first term in the r.h.s. of figure 6a is a massless one-loop integral with the expanded
massive subintegral inserted in the integrand and it can be evaluated without difficulty,
keeping Q finite. The second term in the r.h.s. of figure 6a (the combination in the
square brackets) has a vanishing contribution from the integration region where k is
small because the behaviour of the massive subintegral for small k is subtracted off
until the necessary order (that is determined by the depth of the expansion). One may
then Taylor expand the integrand of the second term around Q = 0 to obtain an integral
without an external momentum (a tadpole integral) that can also be evaluated without
difficulty. It should be noted that massless tadpole diagrams vanish in dimensional regularization which means that after the Taylor expansions in the integrand of the second
term in Q, only the two loop massive tadpole contribution survives.
Finally we get the large mass expansion as it is presented in figure 6b where we
used the notation that a box around a (sub)graph indicates that the integrand of this
(sub)graph is Taylor expanded up to the desired order in its external momenta. This will
be the standard notation in the following. Please note that the nullified term in figure
6b is a massless tadpole. Although the expansion procedure produces new ultraviolet
and infrared divergences in separate terms of the r.h.s. in figure 6b, these terms are
well defined for non-zero e and these new divergences cancel in the sum.

+

-CD- = < B m •
=0

Figure 6b. The diagrammatic large mass expansion of the diagram 6a.

Let us consider another diagram presented in figure 7a. The same reasoning as for
diagram 6a holds but now we should first add and subtract the small momentum expansion of the massive propagator as it is shown in the r.h.s. of figure 7a.

<r

r\

Figure 7a. A scalar triangle diagram with one massive line

After this we can expand the expression in the square brackets in its external momenta. Using again the property that massless tadpoles vanish in dimensional regularization we are left with the diagrammatic expansion in figure 7b.

Figure 7b. The diagrammatic large mass expansion of the diagram 7a.
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Please note that the nullified term in figure 7b is a massless tadpole. The triangle
diagram of figure 7 can be part of a larger diagram such as the scalar diagram presented
in figure 8.

Figure 8. The diagrammatic large mass expansion of a 2-loop diagram.

For figure 8, the same reasoning as for the diagrams in figures 6 and 7 holds and we
are left with the indicated diagrammatic expansion.
The large mass expansion of two loop propagator type diagrams is also treated in
the recent article ref. [59]. It interesting to note that an analogous reasoning (i.e. focusing on infrared regions) can be applied to understand the related problem of small
mass expansions for which a recipe is given in [56, 60].
Let us now formulate the recipe for the large mass expansion of diagrams. A line
with a large mass, M, will be called a heavy line. First we have to find all asymptotically irreducible (sub)graphs. An asymptotically irreducible (sub)graph, gAi, is a connected subgraph which contains at least one heavy line (and all heavy lines connected
to this one via heavy lines) and which can not be made disconnected by cutting a nonheavy line. We have to expand each asymptotically irreducible (sub)graph as a Taylor
series in terms of its external momenta. We graphically indicate this by drawing a box
around the asymptotically irreducible (sub)graph. Then the large mass expansion of the
whole Feynman diagram is the sum over all combinations of non-overlapping boxes that
can be drawn in this diagram so that all heavy lines are in boxes. Note that a box does
never cut a heavy line.
Or in a symbolic form:
G= £

G/{gAl}

*T""{9A/}+O(^),

(2.14)

{9Al}

where G is the Feynman graph to be expanded. The sum goes over all sets, {gAi}, of
non-overlaping asymptotically irreducible (sub)graphs comprising all heavy lines.
T^-*{gAi} denotes the Taylor expansion of (sub)graphs from the set {gAi} in their
external momenta until the necessary order. G/{gAi}
is the graph obtained from G
by shrinking the subgraphs from {gAi} into points.
As a practical example we will now treat the diagrams that contribute to the axial
vector part of the Z boson decay rate. At the 3-loop level the only Feynman diagrams
that contribute are so called 'double triangle diagrams' (the first topology in figure 3)
with the triangles formed by bottom and top fermion loops. This correction was originally calculated in [34] and confirmed in [35]. The diagram with two massive triangles is zero since the only physical cut is through two gluon propagators and Z° decay in two gluons is kinematically forbidden (Landau-Yang theorem). We are therefore
left with two diagrams to be calculated, one massive and one massless diagram. The
massless diagram can be directly calculated with the package MINCER. The massive
diagram is calculated with the above recipe.
18
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Figure 9. The large mass expansion of a renormalized 3-loop diagram. Thick lines indicate top quark propagators, thin lines indicate the massless quaik propagators and spiral
lines - gluon propagators. Ultraviolet counterterms are indicated between round brackets.
The asymptotically irreducible (sub)graphs are surrounded by boxes with the corresponding tadpole topologies indicated below.

A diagrammatic representation of the ultraviolet R operation followed by the asymptotic expansion procedure, applied to the massive double triangle diagram is given in
Fig. 9. After the Taylor expansions the subgraphs in boxes are reduced to massive vacuum integrals and the resulting master topologies are indicated under the boxes. When
the boxed subgraphs are integrated out we are left with massless diagrams that can be
calculated with the package MINCER. We have written efficient FORM procedures to
perform the necessary massive vacuum integrals. The procedures include 3-loop topologies of the type Benz and non-planar and use recursions based on the recursion scheme
of [61]. They are essential for the large mass expansion of 4-loop diagrams. We should
emphasise that only with very efficient massive vacuum procedures, that can deal with
tensor numerators, the 4-loop calculation is feasible.
Making the Taylor expansions deep enough, we find the results for the contributions in figure 9. Adding the massless double triangle diagram and taking the imaginary part by applying ln( — s — ie) = ln(s)— iir (remember that s = m% is the squared
4-momentum of the Z boson) we reproduced the large mass expansion of the known
3-loop result [34]
(2.15)
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D = n2 — 1 is the number of generators of the colour group SU(n) ( D = 8 for QCD).
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We will now show that the same method can be used to compute the a^ correction
to Fhad- In contrast to the previous 3-loop case where we could determine both the
real and imaginary parts of a diagram, we are now able to compute only the necessary
imaginary part of diagrams with the present available techniques (we don't have analytical results for general 4-loop massive tadpoles). In order to find the imaginary part of
a diagram we need to calculate only terms that contain logarithms of s (since we take
the imaginary part by applying ln( — s — ie) = ln(s) — iir ). In dimensional regularization
every massless propagator type integral receives a factor (fj,2/s)£ = l + s\n(/j,2/s) +
O ( e 2 ) . In contrast, vacuum massive integrals produce factors ( n 2 / t n ' ) e (rat is the
top quark mass) and do not give logarithms of s. This means that contributions without
massless propagator type integrals do not have to be considered for our purpose. The
expansion of one renormalized 4-loop diagram that contributes to Fj^f is presented in
figure 10.

Figure 10. The large mass expansion of a renormalized 4-loop diagram

In figure 10 we have only presented terms which contribute to the imaginary part of the
diagram. All 4-loop massive diagrams contributing to Phad give after the large mass
expansion topologies that can be calculated with MINCER (the massless parts) and with
the tadpole procedures (the vacuum massive parts).

2.4

The results for r h a d

The results of the a3s approximation for F ^ 3 , F ^ s , F ^ f and F ^ f in the order l / m £ of the large top quark mass expansion are presented below. Note that these
results are in 6-flavour QCD, Nf = 6 and the decoupling relation (2.9) has not been
applied yet.
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where n is the parameter of the colour group SU(n) (n = 3 for QCD). Note that the
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coefficient b^ agrees with ref. [62] and b\, b\ agree with the expansion of the exact
result ref. [63].
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Note that except for the massless diagrams there is only one masssive diagram that contributes to r ^ c f M (the 3 r d topology in the 3 r d line of figure 3).
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= d^=

Note also that although separate diagrams that contribute to F j ^ f '** are generally nonzero, they cancel in the sum except for the one diagram (the 3 r d topology in the 3 r d
line of figure 3) that has a colour factor proportional to TFD(Nf — l). This fact can
be understood through the operator product expansion technique ref. [57]. In addition
note that the imaginary part of the diagram with three top quark loops (the 3 r d topology in the 3 r d line of figure 3) vanishes according to the Landau-Yang theorem (which
we checked explicitly).
The result for the vector singlet part reads
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where dahc are the symmetrical structure constants of the SU(n) colour group, for QCD
dahcdabc = 4 0 / 3 . Note that the constant c3 comes from massless diagrams only (although separate massive diagrams are non-zero in the leading order of the large top
mass expansion, they add up to zero) as it is required by the decoupling mechanism
for the vector part. It is interesting to mention that the diagrams with two massive top
quark loops are non-zero separately but they add up to zero in all orders of the large
mass expansion.
Explicit checks show that the coefficients of the logarithms in eqs. (2.16) and (2.17)
are in agreement with the required renormalization group mvariance of the physical quantity which in the a ^ approximation reads
()
25

(2.21)
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Of course the true physical quantity is F h a d ^ F ^ ^ + r ^ + r ; ^ S+T^.
But from
a theoretical point of view each of the four separate parts is renormalized independently
and is therefore renormalization group invariant by itself.
The results that are presented in this section were obtained in an arbitrary covariant
gauge for the gluon fields i.e. keeping the gauge parameter as a free parameter in the
calculations. The explicit cancellation of the gauge dependence in the physical quantities gives a good check of the results. Individual diagrams contain £ 2 , and £4 but these
contributions add up to zero in the total results.

2.5 Final results (in a decoupled form)
It is known that the Appelquist-Carazzone theorem [25] about the decoupling of a heavy
particle in quantum field theory does not work in its naive form for the MS renormalization scheme and one should make an extra shift in the coupling constant (see eq.(2.9)
) to make the decoupling explicit (i.e. to kill the large-mass logarithms) [64, 44]. However in the presence of an axial vector current the decoupling does not work (even after
the shift in the coupling constant) due to the presence of axial anomaly type diagrams
as is the case for the axial vector singlet contribution to FhadSince we have explicitly calculated the top quark mass terms in the order a^ for
Thad, we can derive the decoupling relation for the QCD coupling constant in the nextto-next-to-leading (NNL) order. Because the vector contribution to F h a d should obey
the decoupling mechanism, the use of the decoupling relation should convert the new
6 flavour result for F j ^ s (see eq.(2.16)) to the previously known result in effective
massless 5 flavour QCD (see eq.(2.5)). One can see that the NNL order decoupling
relation obtained in this way (see eq.(2.9)) slightly differs from the one known in literature [44]
In order to settle this discrepancy, we performed an independent calculation. We
have calculated the 3-loop massless quark propagator with a zero momentum ijnp operator insertion (where ip is the quark field)

})

(2.22)

We will derive the decoupling relations from this (gauge dependent) Green function.
One can also use the normal quark propagator for this purpose but one has to evaluate
it at 4-loop level to derive the decoupling relation for the coupling constant in the NNL
order. This is because at the one loop level the quark propagator is proportional to the
gauge parameter.
For a physical quantity the decoupling mechanism consists of a shift in the coupling constants (and in the light masses, if present). The decoupling mechanism for the
Green function is more complicated than that for a physical quantity because the renormalization of the Green function involves an overall renormalization constant, Gren =
and one should also obtain the decoupling relation for Z. To avoid this small
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complication, we prefer to take the quantity
d

.
'))

that imitates a physical quantity in the sense that it has no overall renormalization constant Z. The result of our calculation in the leading order of the large top quark mass
expansion reads
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up to an overall normalization. £ is the gauge parameter that appears in the gluon propagator as i [—g^v + (l— £)9' 1 9V( < 3' 2 + ^ e )]/(9' 2 + * e ) ' P° r t n e a s t e r m o n 'y contributions that contain one or more top quark loops are presented. These massive contributions of the order a^ should disappear after the application of the decoupling relations
for the coupling constant and for the gauge parameter £. From this requirement we
find the decoupling relations in the NNL order for the coupling constant presented in
eq.(2.9) and for the gauge parameter presented below.
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Please note that the term 13/48 TFCF that we found in eq.(2.24) for the gauge parameter (as well as the analogous term for the coupling constant) is slightly different
from the one in ref. [44]. Note that the decoupling relation for the coupling constant,
eq.(2.9), is derived by us in two independent ways: from the 4-loop calculation of r h a d
and the 3-loop calculation of
Gj,^^^.
We will now give the results for Fhad in effective QCD with 5 active massless
flavours at the renormalization scale fi — nxz- These results are obtained by substitution of the decoupling relation, eq.(2.9), into the results for 6 flavour QCD of eqs.(2.16),
(2.17) and (2.20). We will use the notation x = m | / m 2 .
_rV,

•p

1 had—1 ha
ad

had " T 1 had

had

a

V(A) ,NS _
had
"

(A)

(5)
IT
(5)

(2.25)

6i=l,
62 = 1-4092

+ [0.065185-0.0148151n(z)]x
+ [-0.0012311+ 0.000396831n(x)]x2
+ [0.000061327-0.000023516ln(x)]x3
, = -12.767
+ [-0.17374 + 0.212421n(x)-0.0372431n 2 (x)]x
+ -0.0075218-0.000588591n(x)+0.000383051n 2 (x)]x 2
+ 0.00050411-0.000120991n(x) + 0.0000314191n2(x)] x 3
»(5)

a

(5)'

TV J

=
had

(2.26)

= -0.41318,
.0036355x2+0.00058874x3
,A,s_GFm3z

(I

a. ( 5 )
TV

(2.27)

+ 0.00062887x3

. = -3.0833+ln(x) + 0.
, = -18.654+ 1.72221n(x) + 1.91671n2(x
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+ [-0.12585 + 0.286461n(x)-0.0111111n2(x)]cc
+ [-0.0031322 + 0.012117m(x) -0.00119051n2(a;)] x2
[-0.00088827 + 0.000472621n(a;)-0.000176371n2(x)]a;3
We want to stress that the results show an excellent convergence of the large top
quark mass expansion which can be seen from the fast decrease of the coefficients with
the order of the expansion parameter x =
mz/m^.
Note that the massive logarithms \n{m2z/m\)
are present in the leading order of
the large mass expansion in FJ^f only (the violation of decoupling of the top quark).
These logarithms can be summed up using the operator product expansion technique
to produce a result that is finite in the limit of an infinitely large top quark mass as
it was done in ref. [35] for the order a^. However, for realistic values of rrit the
above expressions can be trusted and are quite stable with respect to a change in the
renormalization parameter fu. around the natural scale for this process /j, = m,z, as for
example can be seen for F ( ^ d in figure 11.
One can use T^^s
from the present work to obtain the hadronic decay width
±
V(W —>• hadrons) (by a standard change of the weak coupling constants) and to obtain the large mass expansion in the a3s order for F ( T ~ —> uT+ hadrons) (as we do
it in the next section). From the results of this chapter one can also straightforwardly
obtain the a3s approximation to the total cross section of electron-positron annihilation
+
"f,Z° —>• hadrons) in the necessary energy range, e.g. below, or above
e"
o"tot
peak.
the
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Figure 11. The yu dependence of F ^ f wound /j, — mz for mt(mz)
= 140 GeV and
= 0.2 GeV. The dotted line indicates the 3-loop result, the solid line indicates the result up to (and
including) 4-loops.
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2.6 The charm quark mass expansion for r lepton decay
Another prominent process (beside Z boson decay) to extract the value of a s from experiment is semihadronic r lepton decay. Although the scale of this process is relatively low, non-perturbative corrections turn out to be small and perturbative QCD can
be used [65]-[67] to calculate the r lepton decay rate, or the ratio
RT =

F ( r —>-i/T+ hadrons)

(2.28)

The ratio RT is expressed through the imaginary part of the W boson current correlator
as (modulo a contribution that vanishes for massless active flavours)

—

RT = 12TT

(2.29)

1-

K)
where the integration is over the invariant mass of the hadrons, s, and we use the normalizations of ref. [67]. Ill is the transverse part of the W boson current correlator
analogous to the Z boson current correlator of eq.(2.2) (in eq.(2.2) the neutral weak
quark current should be replaced by the charged weak quark current J^ =
W 7 M ( l - 7 5 ) V j . j ( i j with m = (u,c,t) and dj = (d,s,b) ).
2s/2 '
We work in the approximation of massless u,d,s quarks and a heavy c quark within
perturbative QCD omitting non-QCD corrections. The a^ approximation in the leading
order of a large mass expansion was calculated in ref. [23]. The first charm quark mass
suppressed term of the order a2 is obtained in ref. [62]. We will obtain the large c
quark mass expansion of RT in the parameter rn^/rn2. within effective QCD with 3
massless flavours. This is the correct expansion parameter since the mass of the r lepton is below the threshold for the production of charmed hadrons. Therefore a charm
quark appears only in internal fermion loops, the effective expansion parameter appears
to be m2T/{Am2c) and a large c quark mass expansion is justified (although the charm
quark mass mc is smaller that the tau lepton mass mr ). The Feynman diagrams that
contribute to I m l l i for the W boson are of the non-singlet type only (see figure 1)
and were already calculated for the case of Z boson decay (see eq.(2.16)). After performing the integration in eq.(2.29) with the results of eq.(2.16) we have to apply the
decoupling relation to go to effective QCD with 3 active flavours. Putting n = mT we
obtain

RT=n(\Vud\

1+
a

ffl*

(3)

a.

(3)

mt
m't

•K

,mz
mi

m°
(2.30)
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is the MS charm quark mass and n = 3 is
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the number of quark colours. We neglected terms that are suppressed by the bottom
and top quark masses (which in principle are present after the decoupling). Substitution of the QCD colour factors and n / = 3 gives
r° = l,

r°=5.2023,
( Tfi

r\ = 0.023778 - 0.0044444m —

ml
\ml

= -0.00020118+0.0000529101n (

§ = 0.0000053203-0.00000167971n

Im
—

V'

r° = 26.3659,

rl =-0.057156 + 0.0798811n I '-^}-0.0126541n"
\m2j
,2

rl = -0.00099668 -0.000168581n ( —
) +0.00006870961n
\m2j
/

2 \

r? = 0.000036522-0.00000894071n ( — ] +0.000001684351n
.mi
Note that the coefficient r\ agrees with ref. [62].
Although the expansion parameter m2T/m2cm{l.777/(1.3±0.3))2
is slightly larger
than 1, the fast decrease of the coefficients ensures a good convergence of the large
charm quark mass expansion.
We conclude that the large mass expansion converges fast for both Z boson and r
lepton decays and the obtained a3s approximations can be trusted.
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3.1 Introduction

W

ith the discovery of the top quark [10], the Higgs boson remains as the only
fundamental particle of the Standard Model which is not found experimentally.
Considerable efforts were devoted to calculate perturbative corrections within the Standard Model to different Higgs boson decay channels, for a review see [68]. In the
present chapter we calculate top quark mass corrections to Higgs boson decays into
bottom quark-antiquark pairs and into gluons, i.e. to the Higgs boson partial widths

T(H^-bb)

and T(H-> gluons).

The decay process H-^bb is the dominant decay channel for the Higgs boson with
an intermediate mass MH< 135 GeV (for larger values of MH the H^-WW
channel, with one W-boson being off-shell, takes over) and will be of prime importance in
the future experimental searches for the Higgs boson at colliders.
The decay channel H—t gluons is interesting since heavy quarks that mediate this
process contribute to the decay rate without being suppressed by their large mass which
eventually may provide a way to count the number of heavy quarks beyond the Standard Model. This observation was first made in [69].
The purpose of the present chapter is to examine the convergence properties of the
series of top quark mass suppressed corrections to the Higgs boson decay rate in the
region MH <2mt, where the large top quark mass expansion can be applied. These
corrections a priori can be sizable but they turn out to be small for the processes considered so far. In the previous chapter we considered the top quark mass corrections to
the Z boson and r lepton decays into hadrons. In this chapter we continue this program
to the case of the Higgs decays into hadrons.
Throughout this chapter in our calculations we use dimensional regularization [24]
and the standard modification of the minimal subtraction scheme [39], the MS scheme
[40].
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3.2 The order a2s corrections to T(H —> bb)
We use the optical theorem to calculate the top mass suppressed corrections to the partial decay width T(H—>bb) in the order a.2s. To this end we should calculate the imaginary parts of the 3-loop Higgs boson propagator diagrams of non-singlet and singlet
types with top quark loops listed in fig. la and fig.lb correspondingly.

Figure 1. Diagrams contributing to top mass suppressed coirections to the partial decay
width T(H —>•&£>). Thin lines indicate bottom quark propagators, thick lines indicate
top quark propagators and spiral lines indicate gluons. The symbol (g> indicates a Yukawa
type Higgs-quark vertex. Diagrams la are of the non-singlet type, Diagram lb is of the
singlet type.

To extract the contribution to this channel from the singlet "double triangle" diagram
in fig.lb we should subtract from the imaginary part of this diagram the contribution to
V(H —> gluons) associated with two gluon cut in this singlet diagram. The contribution
from this two gluon cut can be straightforwardly calculated [72] by the use of Feynman
parameters.
For the calculation of the propagator diagrams in fig.l we applied the diagrammatic
large top quark mass expansion to each of the diagrams separately, using the technique
which was previously used in [70] [see chapter 2] and which is based on the method
developed in [71]. Although the formal parameter of this expansion is not small (the
mass ratio MH/rut
can be larger than 1) this expansion is applicable below the threshold for the production of ti pairs, i.e. MH <2mt. (One can say that the real expansion parameter is M « /2mt-) For the actual calculations we relied on the symbolic
manipulation program FORM[48] and we used the package MINCER[47] together with
additional FORM routines to perform massive integrals.
The Yukawa type Higgs-quark couplings contribute a factor ml for the non-singlet
diagrams and a factor mbmt for the singlet diagram. We work in the leading order in
small b-quark mass, mb-^Mn,
and nullify other light quark masses. This technically
means that for the non-singlet diagrams the mass in the b-quark propagators is nullified from the start but for the singlet diagram one power of the b-quark mass from the
propagators must be kept to prevent the trace over the Dirac matrices in the b-triangle
from vanishing. The higher small ml -corrections can be found in [73] for non-singlet
contributions and in [74] for the full case.
After addition of the massless ( m t independent) non-singlet contributions calculated
in [75] we obtain the following result for the large top quark mass expansion of the
Higgs decay rate into bb in the leading order of the b-quark mass

T(H -+bb) = TNS (H -*bb)+Ts (H ->66),
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where we presented separately the contributions from the non-singlet diagrams,
TNS(H-^-bb),
and from the singlet diagram, Vs(H-^- bb). The contribution of the
two gluon cut is subtracted from the singlet part (the corresponding terms are indicated
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in curly brackets). G p is the Fermi constant. Cp—4/3 and C A = 3 are the Casimir
operators of the fundamental and adjoint representation of the colour group SU(n), n
= 3 is the number of quark colours, TF — l/2 is the trace normalization of the fundamental representation. The result is for 6-flavour QCD, Nf = 6, a^.6) is the strong
coupling constant and mb (ft), mt(/u.) a r e running MS bottom and top quark masses.
The effects of using the pole rrib mass instead of the running mb mass can be found
in [76].
The singlet type coefficients fi'° and f^'1 agree with the previous calculations [77]
and [74] correspondingly. The non-singlet type coefficients agree with the previous calculation [78]. The singlet coefficients fi'2, fi'3 are new results.
To obtain the result in effective 5-flavour QCD where the non-singlet top quark contributions decouple [25], one should substitute the b-quark mass mb6' and the coupling
constant a^ in terms of their values in the effective 5-flavour QCD by appling the
known decoupling relations [64, 44, 70] :

3
(3.3)

1+

.A,

(3.4)

288

24

Substitution of (3.3) and (3.4) in (3.1)+(3.2) and putting yb = MH gives the following
result for the Higgs decay rate into 66 in effective 5-flavour QCD
5\2
3GFMH(ml)

1+

a

(5)

,(5)

,(5)

/2 + O
7T

(3.5)

f 5233

7
113 i
1.24300
1080
1620
1837
:
680400
[ 3411287
13
'1.4286520000
151200 '

+ 1-

X

3193 ]
6804000

«30.71675-0.666671n(a;)+0.111111n 2 (t/)
+ [0.15138-0.069751n(cc)+0.00648151n2(y)]a;
+ [-0.009227 + 0.000308641n(x) + 0.000661371n2(t/)]a;2
+ [-0.00005276-0.00046931n(cc)+0.000085981n2(y)]x
where, x = Mfj/m2t,

y = m2b/M'fI.
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Please note in the leading order of the large top quark mass expansion the presence
of \n{MH/m\)
coming from the singlet contribution which is not affected by the decoupling procedure (since the singlet type contributions are renormalized independently
of the non-singlet ones). It shows the violation of decoupling for the considered process
due to the singlet contribution, which was first found in [77, 74].
We conclude this section with stressing the fast convergence of the obtained large
top quark mass expansion for F(H-^bb)
in the region below the threshold of ti production, MH < 2mt as can be seen from the fast decrease of the coefficients of the
expansion. Even in the region close to this threshold (where x f» 4 ) one observes a
fast convergence of the large top quark mass expansion.

3.3 The order a^ corrections to T(H—^ gluons)
Higgs boson decay into gluons is possible since both the Higgs particle and gluons couple to massive quark loops. An important property of this partial decay rate is that contributions from heavy quarks in these loops are not suppressed by their mass such that
measurement of this decay rate counts the number of heavy quarks. The contributions
to T(H—> gluons) start from the order a^ (and this process is therefore not as prominent phenomenologically as the Higgs decay rate into bottom quarks which receives tree
level contributions).
T(H—> gluons) was calculated in the order a3s first in the leading order of the large
top quark mass expansion [79, 80] and the a ' correction turns out to be large (about
2/3 of the leading a.2s contribution). Recently the a3, correction has been reduced analytically [81] to one-dimensional integrals over polylogarithms and computed numerically with full mass dependence.
In this section we present the calculation of the azs correction (for the Higgs decay
rate into two and three gluons, H^rgg(g),
mediated by top quark loops) in three first
orders of the heavy top quark mass expansion using the technique of the large mass
expansion for individual diagrams. The gqq final states (with light quarks q=u,d,s,c,b)
generated in the chain H —»<?<?—>• gqq are also included. For this process we work in
the approximation in which the first five quark flavours are massless.
By applying the optical theorem, the necessary contributions are given by the imaginary part of the singlet 4-loop diagrams of the Higgs propagator in which each of the
external Higgs vertices is located in a different top quark loop. Clearly, for a Higgs
mass below the top threshold, MH < 2 m t , the only physical cuts that can be drawn in
these propagator type diagrams are through gluons and light quarks.
All contributing diagrams are of the singlet type and were encountered previously in
the calculation of F(Z —>• hadrons) [70] where a complete list of the necessary 4-loop
singlet diagrams was given [see figure 3 of chapter 2]. Applying the diagrammatic large
quark mass expansion to all contributing diagrams yields the result in six flavour QCD,
Nf = 6,
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where D = n — 1 is the number of generators of the colour group SU(n) (D = 8 for
QCD). In the leading order of the large top quark mass expansion our a3, result agrees
with [80]. Explicit checks show that the coefficients of the logarithms in eq. (3.6) are
in agreement with the required renormalization group invariance of the physical quantity T(H-*• gluons). Furthermore, the results that are presented in this chapter were
obtained in an arbitrary covariant gauge for the gluon fields i.e. keeping the gauge parameter as a free parameter in the calculations. The explicit cancellation of the gauge
dependence in the physical quantities gives a good check of the results.
Applying the decoupling relation (3.3), putting /j, — MH and substituting the QCD
colour factors gives the following result for effective 5flavourQCD
(5)

a

uons) =
36?r\/2 V 7T

(5)
•K

(3.7)

1543 ~Z+ O{x3)

100800'

; 1 + 0.116667Z+0.015308a;2 + O(x3),
215 I [2249

7 i

I T + [ 1080 ~ 3^ l

X+

, [ 1612013
1.6048000 ~

« 17.9167+ [2.08241 -0.233331n(a:)]x + [0.26654-0.061231n(x)]x
where x = Mj1/m'%.
For completeness we will also give the total hadronic decay rate of the Higgs boson
(in the leading order of the small b-quark mass expansion). This result is obtained by
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gluons)

summing the partial decay rates T(H—>bb) and T{H—> gluons) i.e. by applying the
decoupling relations to the sum of eqs. (3.1), (3.2) and (3.6) without subtracting the
two gluon cut in eq.(3.2).
<5>

a
47T\/2

IT

)+ [

GFM%

(5)

32.2578-0.66671n(x)+|0.2413-0.069751n(a;)|a;
-0.00005438 + 0.00030861n(x)|cc2 + O(x 3 )}--r-O(a 3
2

+

a

( 5 )

17.9167+ 2.0824-0.23331n(:c) a;
7T

.2665-0.

where x — Mfj/m2.
Here the terms proportional to m 2 , originate from T(H —>• 66)
and the terms proportional to Afj^ come from r(H—+ gluons) (both in the leading order of the small mb-expansion).
We conclude that the large top quark mass expansion converges rapidly for
T(H—>bb), T(H-¥ gluons) and r t o t(^—^hadrons) in the region of its applicability
MH<2mt.
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Formalism

We need to calculate the hadronic part of the amplitude for unpolarized deep inelastic
electron-nucleon scattering which is given by the hadronic tensor
jdze{p,Tinc\\J^z)Ju(O)\

4TT J

nucl,p>

q2
Ax2

2x

where J^ is the electromagnetic quark current, x = Q2/(2p-q)
is the Bjorken scaling
variable (0 < x < 1 ), Q2 = —q2 is the transferred momentum and | nuc\,p) is the
nucleon state with momentum p. Spin averaging is assumed. The longitudinal structure
function FL is related to the structure function F i by FL = F2 — 2XFI.
As one approaches the Bjorken limit, Q2—>-oo, x fixed, one can show that the integration region in Eq. (4.1) near the light cone z 2 s i 0 progressively dominates[94], due
to increasingly rapid phase fluctuations of the term eiq'z outside the light cone region
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(and presuming that the integrand {p,micl\JIJ,(z)Jv(O)\
nucl,p) varies smoothly outside the light cone). Since we have to deal with this non-local limit z2~0, a formal
operator product expansion in terms of local operators can only be applied together with
the dispersion relation technique [95]. These techniques together provide a systematic
way to studya the leading and non-leading contributions to the hadronic tensor.
The tensor W^v is, by application of the optical theorem, related to a scattering
amplitude T^u which is a more convenient quantity for practical calculations since it
has a time ordered product of currents to which standard perturbation theory applies
(Tpv is the amplitude for forward elastic photon-nucleon scattering )

Tflv(p,q)=iJd4zeiqz(p,nuc\\T(J^z)Jv(O))\

nucl.p).

(4.2)

The operator product expansion in terms of local operators for a time ordered product
of the two electromagnetic hadronic currents reads

\N

N,j V

-9u»q*q*

+9^q,q,)CiN(^
+ higher twists,

j=a,^,G

(4.3)

where everything is assumed to be renormalized (with \x being the renormalization scale).
The use of the OPE in the short distance regime ( z—¥0 ) differs from its use in the
light cone region. In the former case the sum over spin-N extends to a finite value for a
given approximation, while in the latter (the one we have to deal with) the sum over N
extends to infinity. The sum over N runs over the standard set of the spin-N twist-2 irreducible (i.e. symmetrical and traceless in the indices /u,i, • - - ,/J.JV ) flavour non-singlet
quark operators and the singlet quark and gluon operators:
Qa,{/ii,-,M.v} _ ^ A a 7 ^ ' D ^ 2 - - - D M A ! - 0 ,
QG,{/J,I,--,IJ,.K}

_

Q{t*Hl JJW ...rj/H'-i QH.\H}_

a = l,2,...,(n2f-l)

(4.4)
(4 6)

Here and in the following we denote the generators of the flavour group SU(n/) by
Xa, and the covariant derivative by D M i ; in addition, it is understood that the symmetrical and traceless part is taken with respect to the indices in curly brackets. The
functions C{N(Q2 /ji2 ,as) are the coefficient functions for the above operators. Since
the coefficient functions C%N of non-singlet operators depend trivially on the number
a

For reviews see Refs. [26, 27, 58].
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a (see e.g. Ref. [93] or section 5 of the present chapter) we will use for them the
standard notation C^SN. Here and throughout the whole chapter we use the notation
as =

92
16TT

Ois

2

=—

(4.7)

4TT

for the QCD strong coupling constant. The direct application of the OPE of Eq. (4.3)
to the Green function TM!/ leads to a formal expansion for T^v in terms of the variable
q-p/Q2 — l/(2x) i.e. an expansion for unphysical a;—>oo,

iJd*zei*'{p,micl\T{Jll(z)Jv(O))\nvic\,p) =
q2
2x\
• ( Q2
^Qi^) — JCJ2>N\-^,asJ

\1

A 3 n M i , w K / M 2 ) + higher twists,
j=ns,ip,G

(4.8)

where the spin averaged matrix elements are defined as

i

^

^

)

= p^...p^AiucUN(rnl/v2)

(4.9)

and mn is the nucleon mass.
To perform the proper analytic continuation of the representation Eq. (4.8) to the
physical region 0 < x < 1 one applies a dispersion relation in the complex x plane to
the Green function TiLU. For electron-nucleon scattering where we have hermitian currents J M one finds that the Mellin moments of the structure functions Fk are expressed
through the parameters of the operator product expansion (4.3)

Q2

a

\

l^

(4-10)

Please note that the odd Mellin moments of Fk are not fixed by this equation. However, all moments in the complex N plane are fixed by analytic continuation from the
even Mellin moments when all the even moments are known. This means that the structure functions in x-space, 0 < a : < l , can be found by means of the inverse Mellin transformation when the (infinite set of) even moments are known.
The Q2 dependence of the coefficient functions can be studied by the use of the
renormalization group equations

% ( )
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where Eq. (4.11) represents the singlet sector where quark and gluon operators mix
under renormalization, and Eq. (4.12) is the non-singlet equation. (3(a) is the betafunction that determines the renormalization scale dependence of the renormalized coupling constant. It is known at three loops [96] in the MS scheme

A> =

£rCA-\o

o

34

20

ft = ( —

CA-4CFTFnf-—CATFnf)
2

fc =

54

{

^Lc3A+2ClTFnf-2^CFCATFnf9

1

- -^ClTFnf

+ ^CFTWf + ~CATFn})

(4.13)

where CF = 4 / 3 and CA = 3 are the Casimir operators of the fundamental and adjoint representations of the colour group SU(3), TV = 1/2 is the trace normalization of
the fundamental representation and nj is the number of (active) quark flavours. The
anomalous dimensions 7w(cis) determine the renormalization scale dependence of the
operators, that is
d
dln M 2
n

dln/u.2

i^u...^}
"
R8'

'"'•••'M

- _ 7m
j * ( ra 8 ) O ^ " 1
~
" "
=

»N\

ij=V.G

-7Ars(as) O ^ S ' { M I ' ' " ' M A ' ' .

(4.14)
(4.15)

We define renormalized operators in terms of bare operators as OR = ZOB and find
d

„
\

(4.16)
where it is understood that in the singlet case Z represents a matrix Zi^. The renormalization group equations are solved in the standard form

f

^ f ^ ) (4.17)

The solution for the singlet equations has a similar form but since one gets the exponential of a matrix of anomalous dimensions one has to define the exponential properly
in the singlet case (i.e. a T-ordered exponential, see e.g. Ref. [97]). Here as(Q2) =
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a s (Q 2 /A|^g-) is the renormalized (i.e. running) coupling constant at the renormalization scale Q2

- t f In In
(4.18)
and Aj^g- is the fundamental scale of QCD in the MS-scheme. In practice one may
use the DGLAP evolution equations [98] for matrix elements of operators at the scale
[X2 = Q2 (i.e. Q 2 -dependent parton distributions) instead of the renormalization group
equations for the coefficient functions (for perturbative solutions of the DGLAP equations in moment space see e.g. Refs. [84, 99]).

4.2 The method
In this section we will discuss the method [100] for the calculation of anomalous dimensions and coefficient functions in considerable detail as it applies to the singlet sector. Let us first elaborate on some details specific to the dimensional regularization[3]
and the minimal subtraction scheme [101] (and also to it's standard modification, the
MS-scheme [83]), which form a modern basis for multiloop calculations in QCD. We
use the symbol aa for the renormalized coupling constant and ab for the bare coupling
constant. Although renormalization constants Z contain poles in e in D = 4 —2e dimensions, anomalous dimensions are finite as D —> 4. This fact gives expressions for the
higher poles of Z in terms of the first poles of Z. To see this we write Eq. (4.16) as

where /3(a s ) is the 4-dimensional beta function of Eq. (4.13) and [—ea+/3(a)] is the
beta function in 4 —2e dimensions. This latter function receives no higher order corrections in e due to the form of renormalization factors in the minimal subtraction scheme,
viz.:
db = Za 3as,

Za—\
£

d(abfi2s)

2

dZaa

a s + ( —- — —— )a
e2
2e
das

T a s l i
oa d\n^z

2

+ Za-

da

^
(4.20)
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where ab is a dimensionless object and ab/u.2e is the bare coupling constant which is
invariant under the renormalization group transformations. The factors Z1* are calculated as series in a s , and have the well known form

with . ^ ' V ( O ) = Z G G W = 1 , ^ G ( O ) = Z G ^ ( O ) = 0 _
equation (4.19) as 4 separate equations,

I t i s he ipf u i t 0 w r i t e t h e

matrix

_g_
das
+ j

-?da

G G

s

^-Z^
(4.21)
das
where we underlined the terms that contribute to the lowest order in e (i.e. order e° ).
From these terms one immediately finds that the anomalous dimensions are expressed
through the coefficients in front of the first poles of Z
i,j = ip,G

(4.22)

where Z%^1\as)
was defined as the order 1/s part of Z 1 3 . The coefficients of higher
poles in Z can then be expressed in terms of jt:> by substituting the expression for -fl:>
back into equation (4.21).
The operator product expansion of Eq. (4.3) is an operator statement and both the
coefficient functions C\ N and the anomalous dimensions jlj of the operators are functions and do therefore not depend on the hadronic states of the Green function to which
one wishes to apply the OPE. The information on the hadronic target is contained in
the operator matrix elements AZN in Eq. (4.9) which are generally not calculable perturbatively. It is therefore standard to consider simpler Green functions with quarks and
gluons as external particles, instead of the physical nucleon states, in the calculation of
coefficient functions and anomalous dimensions. In this case the Green functions can be
calculated in perturbation theory as well as the operator matrix elements and the anomalous dimensions and coefficient functions can be extracted as will be shown below in
detail.
Let us consider the following 4-point Green functions
quark,p)

(4.23)

gluon,p)

(4.24)

where the label 7 is used to indicate an external photon, q indicates an external quark
and g an external gluon. Spin and colour averaging for the quark and gluon states is
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assumed. Analogously to the decomposition of the hadronic tensor W^v in terms of
F 2 and FL we decompose the Green functions T)1V in terms of TL and T 2 . In the
leading twist approximation (i.e. dropping non-leading terms in p2 ) one finds

(p-q)2

T

p V V

( ^

^P^P'

+

^

^ ) T .

(4.25)

Applying the OPE to T q 7 q 7 and T 1 6 7 8 7 we find the following equations for the renormalized Green functions

2

+O{p2)

(4.26)

+O(p2)

(4.27)

2

where k =2,L, as=as(fj. /A )
and it is understood that the l.h.s. is renormalized by
substituting the bare coupling constant in terms of the renormalized one,

a6 = a s - ^ a * + ( ^ - f i ) a f + O(a<)

(4.28)

The terms O(p 2 ) in the r.h.s. of Eqs. (4.26) and (4.27) indicate higher twist contributions. The renomalization factors for the external quark and gluon lines are overall
factors on both sides of the equations and are omited. The coefficient functions on the
r.h.s are renormalized quantities. The matrix elements AlN are the matrix elements of
bare operators and are defined as in Eq. (4.9) with the nucleon states replaced by the
appropriate quark or gluon states.
It is known that the gauge invariant operators O * and OG mix under renormalization with unphysical operators (that are BRST variations of some operators or that
vanish by the equations of motion) [58, 87, 102]. But physical matrix elements (i.e.
on-shell matrix elements with physical polarizations) of such unphysical operators vanish. Since the method that is described below deals with physical matrix elements we
omited the unphysical operators in Eqs. (4.26) and (4.27).
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Starting from Eqs. (4.26) and (4.27), the anomalous dimensions and the coefficient
functions are calculated using the method of projections of Ref. [100]. It reduces the
calculation of (moments of) coefficient functions and anomalous dimensions to the calculation of diagrams of the propagator type instead of the 4-point diagrams that contribute to TMy. This method relies heavily on the use of dimensional regularization and
the minimal subtraction scheme and implicitly involves a considerable rearrangement of
infrared and ultraviolet divergences.

nmrrrm

nmrmr*

N

N

J7Gip\

N

N J

7GG\
J
N
)

Figure 1. A graphical representation of Eqs. (4.26) and (4.27). The symbol ® indicates
an appropriate quark or gluon operator (defined in Eqs. (4.4) ,(4.5), (4.6)). On the l.h.s.
of the equations also the crossed diagrams contribute but they are not explicitly shown.

The method consists of applying the following projection operator to both sides of
Eqs. (4.26) and (4.27).
(4.29)

N\

Here q^1 •••qVN} j s the harmonic (i.e. symmetrical and traceless) part of the tensor
qvi...q»N ( s e e n e x t section). The operator VN is applied to the integrands of all Feynman diagrams (nullifying p before taking the limit e—>0, to dimensionally regularize
the infrared divergences as p—>0 for individual diagrams). It is important to realize
that this operation does not act on the renormalization constants Z^ and the coefficient
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functions on the r.h.s. of Eqs. (4.26), (4.27). It does however act on the matrix elements AN. The nullification of p has the effect that of all the diagrams that contribute
to the perturbative expansion of AN only the tree level terms (i.e. with no loops) survive since all diagrams containing loops become massless tadpole diagrams. Massless
tadpole diagrams are put to zero in dimensional regularization. Furthermore, the Nth
order differentiation in the operator VN has the effect that VN projects out only the
Nth moment since of all the factors \/{2x)N
only \/{2x)N
gives a non zero contribution after nullifying p. On the left hand side the effect of VN is to effectively reduce the 4-point diagrams that contribute to T^,, to 2-point diagrams (this follows from
the nullification of the momentum p ), which drastically simplifies the calculation. We
apply the operator VN after the tensor structures 2 , L have been projected out because
the operator VN would mutilate the tensor structure of T^. In the projector VN we
use the harmonic tensor q^11 • ••g^"} to remove higher twist contributions (the O(p2)
terms in Eqs. (4.26) and (4.27)) that after differentiation with respect to p M survive as
terms proportional to the metric tensor.
Summarizing, we have after application of the projection operator VN to Eqs. (4.26)
and (4.27)

(4.30)

+C£N(as,~,£)ZNa(as,-)\A'?Nree(£)

(4.31)

where k = 2,L and we defined

N\

op1*1 •••opIJ-N

Tk(p,q,as,fj,2,e)

(4.32)

It should be understood that (4.30) and (4.31) represent a large coupled system of equations when both sides are expanded in powers of as and e (i.e. C is expanded in positive powers of e and Z is expanded in negative powers of e ).
After the calculation of Tci'yci"< and T^^
in the order azs and the determination
of the tree level matrix elements A ^ t r e e one can solve Eqs. (4.30) and (4.31) simultaneously to obtain Cf, Cg, Z^ and Z * G in order a3s but, unfortunately, Za^ and
ZGG only in the order a2. This limitation follows directly from the fact that C% starts
from the order a°s but CG starts from order as since the photon couples directly only
to quarks. In solving the equations it is essential that all poles of the Z factors are fully
expressed in terms of the anomalous dimensions as was discussed in the beginning of
this section. Coefficient functions and operator matrix elements are finite as e—>0 but
one must make sure that sufficiently high powers in e are taken into account. For example, one should consider order e 2 contributions for Cf at order as. We stress that
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by calculating only propagator type diagrams in the l.h.s. of Eqs. (4.30) and (4.31) we
can get both renormalization constants of operators and coefficient functions.

lit

rs

ujuuuuum

a "

b

Figure 2. Examples for diagrams contributing to the Green functions T 6 * 8 * (a) and

To obtain ZG^ and ZGG in order a^ we calculated two more (unphysical) Green
functions T q * q * and T 8 ^ * (see fig 2), in which the photon is replaced by an external scalar particle 4> that couples directly only to gluons. The vertices that describe the
coupling between the external scalar field 4> and the gluons follow from adding the simplest gauge invariant interaction term <££?£„G£" (where G^v is the QCD field strength
tensor) to the QCD Lagrangian. For the Green functions T q * q * and T^^
an OPE
similar to (4.3) exists with the same operators but with different coefficient functions
CG and C * , where C^ starts from the order as and CG starts from the order a°.
Repeating the steps that led to Eqs. (4.30) and (4.31) one finds for these Green
functions the following equations

(4.33)

j;r(^)
As is indicated in the l.h.s., the external operators G^VG^V
[103]

(4-34)

have to be renormalized

where the dots indicate (unphysical) operators that are omited since they do not contribute to the on-shell matrix elements with physical spin projections that we consider.
(The only physical operator that mixes under renormalization with G^^G1^ is the quark
operator mqipip that vanishes in our limit of massless quarks.) We emphasize that the
3-loop /3-function is required for the present 3-loop calculation.
After the calculation of T^^
and T^*^ in the order a3s one can solve Eqs. (4.33)
and (4.34) to obtain CG, C$, ZG^ and ZGG in the order a3s (from these equations
and Z^^ can be obtained in the order a\ only). Please note that the coefficients
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and C$ are obtained as a byproduct and are not important for the physical process
under consideration. Furthermore, the two sets of equations (4.30), (4.31) and (4.33),
(4.34) determine all the anomalous dimensions of the order a\ in two independent ways
which provides a consistency check on the results.
Solving the system of equations for FL is slightly more involved than for F 2 since
the structure function FL contains no tree level (i.e. order a° ) contribution. To solve
the sets of equations for FL one should add extra information, for example the O{a2s)
contributions to ZG^ and ZGG as determined from the equations for F2.

4.3 The calculation
As was discussed in the previous section, we will apply the operator VN for N =2,4,6,8
to 4 different Green functions, T £ 7 q 7 , T f 7 S 7 , T ^ t anc j yg*s<#> a n d w e s u m o v e r t h e
physical spin polarizations of the external quarks and gluons. For the external quarks
(in TCi~/q~< and T q * q * ) the sum over the polarizations is performed by inserting the
projection operator $ between the external quark legs and taking the trace over the
strings of gamma matrices. For the external gluons (in T^91
and T s ^ s * ) the sum
over physical spins can be done by contracting the external gluon lines with — ga@ +
(paq0+p0qa)/p-q
— pap/3q2/(p-q)2
in which the (on-shell) gluon has momentum
2
p (with p = 0 ). The presence of the extra powers of p poses considerable efficiency
problems (the operator VN will generate more than 3 times larger intermediate expressions as compared to the case of a simpler ga@ projection). Alternatively one may take
the sum over physical gluon spins by contracting the external gluon lines with only
—gaf3 and adding external ghost contributions to the Green functions, T £ 7 h 7 to T | 7 S 7
and T h * h ^ to T^*,
where the label h indicates an external ghost line. This procedure is identical to the standard use of ghost diagrams to remove unphysical polarizations of gluon propagators in the covariant gauge, and the ghost particle h is the same
ghost that we use in closed loops. Although we now have to consider all diagrams that
contribute to T^"lh'y and T h * h * , and increase the total number of diagrams that we
have to calculate, it still makes the computations more than a factor of 3 faster (since
ghost diagrams are of a far simpler nature than gluon diagrams). We checked for the
lowest moments that the two methods for taking the sum over the gluon spin polarizations gave the same results, but for the higher moments we only applied the ghost
method.

lUXUXLU:

Figure 3. Examples for ghost diagrams contributing to the Green functions T*11^
and T h ^ (b)

(a)

The explicit generation of Feynman diagrams with the corresponding symmetry factors has been done automatically by the use of the program QGRAF[104]. Statistics on
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the number of diagrams in the different classes q7q7, q<fiq<f> etc. is presented in tablel.
Tree
_

1-loop

3
1
2

hc/>h<t>
TOTAL

3

2-loops

3-loops

1
1

27
24
20
2
241
36

413
697
366
53
7219
1266

23

399

10846

Lorentz projections

2
1
2
2
1
1

Table 1. Number of diagrams and Lorentz tensor structures in the classes cpfq~f, q<j>q<f>,
§'181' h'ytry, g(f>g(fr and h(f>h(p. Notation: q = quark, g = gluon, h = ghost, 7 = photon,
4> = scalar particle that couples only to gluons.

The generation (and the counting) of the diagrams is non-standard, since a number of
tricks have been used (for example, crossed diagrams are not generated explicitly, and
the diagrams with 4-gluon vertices are split into a number of parts for which the colour
factor necessarily factorizes). It is clear from these statistics that the calculation of the
diagrams necessarily has to be automated to a large extent. The calculation is therefore
organized as follows:
1. The diagrams are generated automatically with a special version of the diagram
generator QGRAF[104]. For every class q7q7, q4>q<f> etc. the full set of diagrams is put into a single file using a dedicated database program MINOS that
manages information about thousands of diagrams and can be instructed to call
other programs, giving them the proper information from a database file.
2. The representation for a diagram at this point is still a very compact one, and
this is explored as follows. We use programs written for the symbolic manipulation program FORM [48] to calculate colour factors for each diagram and bring
the diagrams into a representation that explicitly contains information required at
later steps in the calculation. For instance, this involves choosing automatically
an optimal path (in most cases the shortest path) for the external momentum p
to flow through each diagram (we are going to expand in p when the operator
VN is applied) and determining automatically the diagram's topology when p is
nullified. This information, for all diagrams together, is kept in a single file and
is accessible using MINOS.
3. We instruct MINOS to run sequentially, one diagram at a time, a highly optimized FORM program that performs the explicit calculation i.e. it substitutes all
the Feynman rules, it performs projections on the Lorentz structures of the Green
functions, it Taylor-expands the diagram in the external momentum p (the depth
of the expansion increases with the moment index N), it takes all the Dirac traces,
contracts with the tensors qi^.-.q^f}
arK j finally calls the MINCER [47] integration package to perform the 3-loop scalar integrals of the massless propagator
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type (using the integration by parts algorithms published in Ref. [105]). The results together with some useful technical information about the calculation (such
as the resources used) are again stored into a single file. MINOS will initiate the
calculation of a next diagram as soon as the calculation of a previous diagram is
completed without any need for human interference.
An important aspect of the calculation is the use of the symmetrical and traceless
tensors, qi^-.-q^N} m a t a r e u s e ( j to extract the leading twist contributions. These tensors are (with the proper normalization) known as 'harmonic tensors' Hn satisfying
|/W-A»^IC2

jjvi-M-n-nn
ff«-"»Q"«

=

o

=

H

=

(traceless)
^-H-»,-^

H^Si^-'Q2

( symmet rical)
(normalization)

and an explicit construction (in Euclidean space-time) in terms of the Kronecker delta
symbols <5MI/ and the momenta QM reads

j=0,2,"*,n

index perm.

r(2-2£+n)r(i-£)

( 3 6 )

where the second summation is over all the ways to partition the indices into one set
containing j indices (put into 5 ) and a second set containing (n — j) indices (put on
momenta Q-Q ). P is the Euler gamma function (factorial function). The tensor <5
is a completely symmetrical tensor constructed from Kronecker delta symbols only,

etc.
such that the normalization is

1 (2 — E)

For example the tensor with four indices is

+ h44Q4
i Qf-i

The number of terms in a harmonic tensor increases rapidly with the rank of the tensor
and in the present calculation these harmonic tensors are contracted with many other
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tensors constructed from only a few different (integration) momenta. An efficient implementation of the harmonic tensors that directly takes into account the symmetries of
the other tensors can greatly limit the number of terms that are produced in the calculation and is vital for its feasibility13.
The results of our calculations are presented in the last section of this chapter. The
results for the second moment N=2, that are presented in this chapter, were obtained in
an arbitrary covariant gauge for the gluon fields. This means that we keep the gauge parameter £ that appears in the gluon propagator i {—g^v + {l — Ciq^ qv / {q2+ie)} / [q2 +
ie) as a free parameter in the calculations. The explicit cancellation of the gauge dependence in the coefficient functions and anomalous dimensions gives an important check
of the results.
Another non-trivial check of the calculation is the validity of the singlet relations
7 2 " / ) + 7 ? * = 0 , jfG+1^G=0
that follow from the fact that the QCD energy momentum tensor (which contains both the spin-2 quark and gluon operators) is conserved
and has therefore zero anomalous dimension.
Please note that at present the only independent check of our 3-loop results is provided by the calculation in Ref.[106] where the leading n / terms were calculated for
the non-singlet anomalous dimensions in all orders in as using a large n./ expansion.
Our a3sn2 terms agree with Ref.[106].
The reader may notice the appearance of the constant £4 in the final 3-loop results
for the coefficient functions Cf N and Cf N which seems to be in conflict with the
empirical law that in the results for inclusive physical quantities £4 does not appear.
However these 3-loop coefficient functions contribute to the next-to-NNL (NNNL) order for F2 and require 4-loop anomalous dimensions to get a complete physical NNNL
approximation. Assuming the cancellation of £4 in the complete NNNL approximation,
one can derive the coefficients of C4 m the 4-loop anomalous dimensions.
In spite of all optimizations of the integration program MINCER and of many other
efficiency crucial parts of the calculation, the calculation of the singlet moments, TV
=2,4,6,8 as published in this chapter, required more than the equivalent of 7500 hours
on a 150 Mhz SGI Challenge workstation and required at some instances 2 Gbyte of
storage place for the intermediate stages in the calculation of one of the diagrams0. We
noticed that both the required disk storage space and computation time increased with
almost a factor 5 when we compared the calculation of each (N+2)th moment to the
calculation of the corresponding Nth moment. The calculation of higher moments using
the same methods is therefore not feasible at present.

4.4

Analysis

In this section we will investigate the effects due to the calculated 3-loop coefficient
functions and anomalous dimensions (the list of the analytical 3-loop results is given in
the next section). We will reconstruct the coefficient functions and splitting functions
b

it is therefore interesting to mention that an efficient implementation of Eq. (4.36) exists in FORM-2
and requires only 3 lines of code using the built in combinatorical functions.
T h i s is called 'intermediate expression swell'. It is a well known phenomenon in Computer Algebra.
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as distributions in x-space using the calculated moments and incorporating as much
as possible the known information about the leading (and in some cases the next-toleading) singularities in the limits x-*l and x - * 0 . Explicit comparison with the known
2-loop coefficient functions and anomalous dimensions shows that our approach to the
reconstruction gives very good effective fits of the x-space distributions when only few
moments are used and when sufficient information about the two endpoints x = 0, x = 1
is known. This procedure also allows us to estimate the error of the reconstruction.
In order to relate the calculated results for the anomalous dimensions JN and the
coefficient functions CN to experiment one must be able to obtain the experimentally
measurable structure functions Fk(x,Q2) from the Mellin moments Mk,N of Eq.(4.10).
The rigorous procedure to obtain Fk{x,Q2)
from the moments is to apply the inverse
Mellin transform which, however, requires the exact knowledge of Mk,N in the complex N-plane (or equivalently the analytic continuation to complex N from all even or
odd moments). Because at the 3-loop order we have calculated only a limited number
of moments 7 AT and CN, we can obtain only approximate results in x -space. An example of a NNL order analysis in x-space based on a limited number of non-singlet
moments can be found in Ref. [107].
As an alternative to studying the Q2 dependence of Fk(x,Q2)
via the Q 2 dependence of moments Mk,N (see Eq. (4.17)), one may start from the x-space distributions
7 ( x ) and C(x) that are related to JN and CN via the Mellin transform
7JV= /1dxxJV-17(x),
Jo

CN= T dxxN~1C{x)
Jo

(4.37)

and do the Q2-evolution in x-space via the DGLAP equations [98]

dQ2\G{x,Q2)

j -

jGG(x,as)

{j^(x,as)

(4.39)
[x,Q2)

(4.40)

where q* = qf±~qj, q+ = £ / i i < 7 / ' , Qf &{u,d,s,c,t,b}
are the quark distributions
and G is the gluon distribution. It is understood that the inverse Mellin transforms of
the anomalous dimensions are related to the standard Altarelli-Parisi splitting functions
P%i (x) as 7 l J ( x ) = — P%i (x). The symbol ® indicates the convolution integral
dxi I dx2A(xi)B(x2)8(x-XiX2)=
/
A(—)
0

Jo

Jx Xi

Xi

(4.41)
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Since we calculated the moments only for electromagnetic scattering we are restricted
to the "+" type anomalous dimensions and coefficient functions for the non-singlet sector, i.e. to the distributions that correspond to analytic continuation from the even moments (i.e. we do not consider the "-" type distributions which correspond to analytic
continuation from the odd moments and which are relevant for processes that are not
symmetric with respect to crossing symmetry such as neutrino scattering via W-boson
exchange). The proper relation between the structure functions and parton distributions
for electromagnetic scattering is
(

-

—

q+(x,Q2

n

f

n

//=i

(4.42)
where e/ is the electromagnetic charge of a quark of the flavour / .
A special feature of the Q2-evolution in x-space (that is a direct consequence of
the convolution integral) is that the structure functions Fk(x,Q2)
at some value x —
x 0 only depend on the parton distributions, splitting functions and coefficient functions
in the region xo < x < 1. This means that one does not need to know the anomalous
dimensions and coefficient functions below the experimentally accessible x-region (but
one always needs them for x ~ l ).
One can see that, away from the singular limits x —> 0 and x —¥ 1 that received special attention in the literature, the 1-loop and 2-loop -y(x) and C(x) [82]-[92] behave
smoothly (as a smooth interpolation between the small-x and large-x regions). As a
consequence the distributions 7(x) and C ( x ) can be approximated to a high precision
by linear combinations of simple distributions that contain the singular^1 terms of the
expansions of the exact j(x) and C(x) in the limits x—>-0 and x—>•!, i.e.
\ogl{x)/x
r
and log (x) for small x and [log^l — x ) / ( l — x)} + , log*(l —x) and 5(1 — x) for large
x plus finite order polynomials of x (the order determines the accuracy of the approximation). (The exact results for "f(x) and C(x) contain in general complicated polylogarithmic functions but after their expansions in the small-x and large-x regions one
finds the simple structure of the singularities mentioned above.)
The most singular terms of 7(x) and C ( x ) in the limit x—>-0 (i.e. l o g l ( x ) / x )
show up as singularities in moment space for N=l.
By increasing the moment index N, one increasingly probes the region x s s l (since the factor i " ' 1 suppresses the
contribution from the small-x region). In particular, when the moments grow for large
N this is due to terms of the type [log*(l — x ) / ( l —x)] + , i>0 (of which the moments
increase as log*"1"1 (AT) for large N).
The approximations of 7(x) and C(x) in terms of the linear combinations of simple distributions (i.e. log*(x)/x, log*(x), [ l o g * ( l - x ) / ( l - x ) ] + , l o g ' ( l - x ) ,
8(l-x)
d

[ f ( x ) ] + type distributions appear below, where f ( x ) is non-intcgrable at x = 1 . T h e standard definition of integrals over these distributions is: f* g ( x ) [ f ( x ) ] + d x = f* ( g ( x ) — g ( l ) ) f ( x ) d x —
fg g ( x ) f ( x ) d x . O r in a more symbolic form [ f ( x ) ] + = f ( x ) — 6 ( 1 — x ) J* f ( z ) d z .
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and low powers of x ) provides a natural scheme to study the effects of the 3-loop
moments N=2,4,6,8,(10) on the Q2 dependence of structure functions in x-space and
to quantify the uncertainty due to our lack of knowledge of the higher (i.e. N > 10 )
3-loop moments. Considering such approximate distributions for the a priori unknown
7 ( x ) and C ( x ) at 3-Ioops we may impose the correct asymptotic moment behavior
for N —¥ oo and N —>• 1 by including in the linear combinations of simple distributions
the correct leading (and subleading) terms in the large-x and small-x regions. In some
cases information about these leading (and subleading) terms in the large and small x
regions is available in the literature.
The linear combinations of distributions should also include various functions of a
less singular type (compared to the leading singularities), e.g. log l (cc), log*(l — x) and
low powers of x, which are relevant terms in the intermediate x region. We fit all
unknown coefficients in a linear combination of simple distributions such that the moments N=2,4,6,8,10 of the linear combinations give the calculated values. Since we
know only 4 singlet (and 5 non-singlet) moments explicitly we can only allow up to
4 (or 5) arbitrary coefficients (i.e. types of simple distributions) in the linear combinations. Only in the case of the quark anomalous dimension we can allow more than
5 arbitrary coefficients by considering pure-singlet (ps) and non-singlet (ns) parts separately (since information about the small-x and large-x behaviour is known for these
parts separately).
Although at the 3-loop order there are only a finite number of allowed simple distributions of the types log*(a;)/a;, [ l o g * ( l - x ) / ( l - x ) ] + , 5(1 — x), log*(x), l o g ' ( l - x )
we do not have enough moments to include all of them simultaneously in a fit and
we have to choose among the possible simple distributions. Therefore, to obtain an estimate of the uncertainty of the reconstructions due to our lack of knowledge of the
higher moments we studied the stability of the cc-space reconstructions with respect to
a change of the simple distributions included in the linear combinations. If one does
not find stable results under such a change one should have included a larger number
of simple distributions of the types mentioned above. However, as one can see below,
in many cases we have sufficient information to obtain stable results.
For a correct a:-space reconstruction it is crucial that one knows the moments exactly (or with a high precision) since the inversion of moments into x-space distributions from a limited set of moments is numerically unstable, i.e. a small change in one
of the moments can lead to a large change in the reconstructed result. In relation to
this, we note that also the dedicated procedure for reconstructing 7(2;) and C(x) that
we consider here requires very accurate numerical values for the moments. Therefore
one can not rely on interpolation between known even moments to increase the number
of available moments.

4.4.1 Anomalous Dimensions
We will now consider the 3-loop singlet and non-singlet anomalous dimensions. We
will use the following notation for the inverse Mellin transformed anomalous dimensions
s)
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Yj(x,aa)

= as7li'(D)W + ah l i ! ( 1 ) W + ^7' il(2) (
(4.44)

where a s = a s / ( 4 7 r ) . In Ref.[108] it was proven that non-singlet anomalous dimensions are finite as N —> 1 which means that in x-space the non-singlet anomalous dimensions are less singular than 1/x as x—>0. T h e leading singularity has been derived
[109] from the leading order small-x resummation of the non-singlet evolution kernels
[110]
<2)

^ !

4

3

a0).

(4.45)

The singlet anomalous dimensions are in general singular as N —> 1 ( ie x —> 0 ). The
following result's, which have been derived using small-x resummations, may be found
in the literature [111, 112, 108].

nfC2A\og(x)/x

) =

—

) =
) =

O(log(x)/x)
O(log(x)/x).

(4.46)

The last two equations simply mean that there are no leading singularities of the type
Iog 2 (x)/x (since the a\ term in the BFKL anomalous dimension [111] vanishes).
For the limit x —> 1 of the anomalous dimensions not much is known except for
the conjecture [85] that the diagonal elements 7 ^ and 7 G G do not rise faster than
log(iV) as N-^oo, which means that one has in x-space a leading term [1/(1 — x)] +
(and not [log(l — x ) / ( l — x)]+ ). This conjecture is based on the explicitly known
one and two loop results. But the rise of the 3-loop non-singlet moments observed for
iV = 2,4,6,8,10 indicates that it also holds at the 3-loop level (putting both the terms
[1/(1 —x)]+ and [log(l — x)/(l — x)]+ in the linear combination of simple distributions gives a small numerical coefficient for the second term compared to the first one,
although this is clearly not a proof). Furthermore, the one and two loop coefficients of
the terms [1/(1 — x)]+ in 7 * * and 7 G G have a simple ratio CF/CA
and we presume
that this ratio is the same at 3-loops.
The off-diagonal singlet anomalous dimensions 7 * ° and 7 ° * go to zero as N—>
00. The best way to see that they do not contain terms [log l (l — x)/(l — x)]+, i>0,
is to consider the approach of Refs. [82, 84, 87] to calculate the anomalous dimensions, i.e. to study the renormalization of the singlet twist-2 operators where one can
see that the terms [log J (l — x)/(l — x)]+ originate from diagrams that only appear for
diagonal anomalous dimensions (notice that this method allows the direct calculation of
these terms without performing the complete calculation of the anomalous dimensions).
Therefore, the leading terms in 7 * ° and 7 ° * as x—>l that one can expect from performing the necessary integrals at 3-loops are Iog 4 (l — x).
Finally we presume that the pure singlet (ps) combination <yPs=<yi>i'_7«« rapidly
vanishes as N—>00 (i.e. vanishes at least as quick as I/AT for large N ; at 2-Ioops
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it is known to vanish as 1/iV4 ). We have observed this tendency already in the lowN moments also at 3-loops. This means that 7 ^ and 7 n s contain the same terms
that are important for x^l (since the transform from x- to N-space for large N gives
[log*(l-z)/(l-a:)] + ->-log i + 1 (JV), < 5 ( l - x ) - » l and \ogl{I-x)-+log1
(N)/N )
and that they only differ in terms that are important for small-a;. In relation to this,
recall that only 7 ^ contains a term log(x)/x and 7™s does not, see Eqs. (4.45,4.46).
At 2-loops the analysis based on only a few low-N anomalous dimensions can be
compared with the exact results as is shown in figure 4.

-2000

-2800

4000

-4000

-160

Figure 4. The exact 2-loop anomalous dimensions and reconstructions (approxs.) based
on the lowest 5 moments N=2,4,6,8,10 (nj = 4). The approximations are obtained by
fitting the sets of distributions of Eq. (4.47) to these 5 moments
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The indicated approximations in figure 4 are based on matching the linear combinations of simple distributions of Eq. (4.47) to 5 moments (N=2,4,6,8,10) of each anomalous dimension 7 p s , 7™s, 7 ^ G , 7 G * and 7 G G .

l/z,log 2 (x),l,x,log 2 (l-x)}.

7
l/x,log2(x),log(:r),l,x

7A

l/cc,log2(x),l,x,x2}

(4.47)

In these formulae each pair of curly brackets encloses a set of simple distributions that
appear in a linear combination with coefficients to be matched. We take 2 different
linear combinations for each anomalous dimension to see the stability of the fit.
Please note that all the coefficients in these linear combinations were taken as arbitrary in the fit (i.e. we even did not fix the coefficients of the leading singularities) to
have a strong check of the approach. The only additional information that is used in the
reconstruction is that the coefficients of the most singular large-x terms [1/(1 —x)]+
in 7*'* and 7 G G have a simple ratio
CF/CAThe considered distributions are singular at x = 0 and x=l, and because e.g. 5(1 —
x) can not be drawn one should consider the figures only as an indication of the accuracy of the full distributions which are used in convolutions (where all the terms that
are singular at x = l fully contribute). The approximations are stable for x > .2 and
do dramatically improve in the small-cc region when more moments (N=12,14,--- ) are
used such that more simple distributions can be included in the linear combinations.
The effects of the NNL order on the evolution of the singlet distributions
q+(x,Q2)
2
and G(x,Q ) is illustrated in figure 5. The evolutions are done using a program based
on the Laguerre polynomial technique of Ref. [113]. An estimate of the uncertainty
in the NNL effects due to unknown higher moments is made by fitting various linear
combinations of simple distributions to the calculated 3-loop moments of the anomalous
dimensions. The curves correspond to the sets of simple distributions of Eq. (4.48) (two
sets for each anomalous dimension) which are representative for a larger variation in the
choice of simple distributions.
7
7

•4>G,(2)

.

Iog(z)/x,log(z),l,log(l-a;),log4(l-x)},
Iog(x)/x,l/x,log(x),log(l-x),log3(l-x)},
Iog(x)/x,log2(x),log2(l-x),log4(l-z)},
I,log(l-x),log 2 (l-x),log 3 (l-x)},
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7

7

GG,(2)

.
L-XJ +

,<$(!-*)},

ns,(2)

Iog(x)/a;,l/x,log 3 (a:),l,x 2 }
Iog(cc)/a;,log4(a;),log2(a;),l,a;2}

7*

(4.48)

The coefficients of the leading x—>0 terms of -y*G>(2); -yPs.(2) a n c j ^n«,(2) a r e
exactly, see Eqs. (4.45,4.46). Please notice that in the variation of simple distributions
we changed even the type of the expected leading singularities as given in Eq. (4.48)
(when little information about these leading singularities is known) to obtain a conservative estimate of the accuracy of the reconstructions.
1.02

1.02
GNNL(X,Q2

GNL(x,Q2
1.00

1.00

2

= 102GeV2

-

Q2 = 100 2 GeV 2

0.95

0.95
0

X

Figure 5. The effects of the NNL order (i.e of the 3-loop anomalous dimensions and
of the 3-loop beta-function) on the evolution of the singlet distributions q~lr(x,Q2)
and
G(x,Q2).
The parton distributions q^L, GNL and gjvjv.L> GNNL
are obtained as
solutions of the DGLAP evolution equations (4.38) in respectively the NL and NNL approximations starting from the paiametrization scale QQ = 4 GeV2. The difference between curves for the same Q2 indicates the uncertainty in the NNL order effects due
to the lack of knowledge of the higher anomalous dimensions -yN , i V > 8 . The parton distributions at QQ conespond to the MRS(A) set [118]. For simplicity, nj = 4 and
MeV are taken throughout the evolution.

One may see that the NNL effects are of the order of a few percent in the region of
x > 0 . 1 . Approximately 50% of the shown NNL order effect on the evolution of the
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parton distributions is due to the inclusion of the 3-loop beta-function and the other
NNL order terms in the expression for the strong coupling constant, Eq. (4.18). The
other 50% is due to the 3-loop anomalous dimensions. The estimated uncertainty is
small in the evolution of q+(x) and is somewhat larger in the evolution of G(x). This
is a consequence of the especially good reconstruction of the quark anomalous dimensions (see figure 6), which is itself due to the existence of separate information about
the pure-singlet and non-singlet parts.

- 4 x 106

-9000
.001

Figure 6. The quality
based on the moments
x terms for ^yPs'<-2'>
of distributions of Eq.

of the reconstivction of the 3-loop quark anomalous dimensions
N=2,4,6,8,(10 for non-singlet only) and the known leading smalland --yras>(2). The reconstructions ore obtained by fitting the sets
(4.49) to the available moments.

The curves in figure 6 correspond to matching the following linear combinations
of simple distributions to the calculated moments (where the coefficients of the leading x—>0 terms are known exactly, see Eqs. (4.45,4.46))
7

ns,(2)

. — cc

7

ps,(2)

4

2

Iog(:r)/x,l/x,log (x),log (x),l}
Iog(x)/x,l/a;,log 3 (x),l,x 2 }
Iog(x)/x,log 4 (x),log 2 (x),l,x 2 }
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(4.49)

4.4 Analysis
From the foregoing analysis we have concluded that the inclusion of the 3-loop anomalous dimensions in the evolution of parton distributions in the MS-scheme changes both
the quark and gluon distributions by 1-3 % in the region 0 . 1 < x < 0 . 8 for a change
in Q2 between (2 GeV) 2 and (100 GeV) 2 .
We further remark that it is important to obtain the exact results for the 3-loop anomalous dimensions for all AT to do a complete analysis in the NNL order.

4.4.2 Coefficient Functions
As an example of the effects of the calculated 3-loop coefficient functions on the deep
inelastic structure functions we consider the case of C%s. We use the following notation for the inverse Mellin transformed coefficient function.
(4.50)
Please note that for the complete NNNL order approximation for F 2 one would need,
besides the 3-loop C ^ s ' ( 3 ) , the 4-loop anomalous dimensions which are difficult to calculate at present.
Presuming that the anomalous dimensions are not more singular than log(TV) as
iV—>co one has shown that all the logarithms \ogl{N) that are present in the nonsinglet parts of the coefficient functions exponentiate according to the soft gluon resummation formulae [114, 115, 116, 117]. We will use this to obtain the large N limit
of moments of the 3-loop Cg3 coefficient function (i.e. the x —> 1 limit of C%s ).
Exponentiating the log 1 (AT) terms from the explicitly known 1 and 2-loop coefficient
functions we find

+O(log 2 (A0)] + O ( a ^ l o g 4 ( i V ) ) | + O ( o s N 0 )

(4.51)

where 7 ^ is the Euler constant. In x space this corresponds toe

(4.52)
e

for a table of the moments of the relevant distributions in the large N limit, see e.g. Ref [116].
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The non-singlet coefficient function Cns does not have 1/x terms for small-x (it is
finite as N —> 1 ) and the leading small-a; term that one may expect at 3-loops (from
extrapolating the 1-loop and 2-loop results) is Iog 5 (x). (The singlet coefficient function Ct contains the same large-x terms since it contains the same non-singlet contribution. The small-x limits of the singlet coefficient functions do contain terms of the
type log*(x)/x, i>0. At 3-loops one expects a term log(x)/x.)

1000

-30

-1000

s,(2)

Figure 7. The exact 2-loop coefficient function C^ 1
and reconstructions (approxs.)
based on the lowest 5 moments N=2,4,6,8,10 and the sets of distributions ofEq. (4.53).
The left plot shows the reconstruction for intermediate x. The right plot shows the quality of the reconstructed coefficient function as a distribution in the whole x-region, i.e.
when it is convoluted with a realistic paiton distribution A — u + u — d—d. The quaik
distributions correspond to the MRS(A) set [118] at its parametrization scale Q2 = 4

GeV2, n / = 4 .
At the two loop order the reconstruction of the coefficient functions can be compared with the exact results. In figure 7 we illustrated the quality of the reconstruction based on matching the following sets of simple distributions to the first 5 moments
N=2,4,6,8,10

(jns,{2)

(4.53)
It is understood that for the first set the coefficients of the last two terms are taken from
Eq. (4.52), and that for the second set only the coefficient of [Iog 3 (l — x ) / ( l — x)}+
was taken exactly. One can see from figure 7 that the reconstruction of the distribution
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ns,(2)

C
is quite stable for x > 0 . 2 . We want to emphasize that considering only the
two most singular soft gluon terms (i.e. [ I o g 3 ( l - x ) / ( l - x ) ] + and [ I o g 2 ( l - c c ) / ( l x)]+ ) gives a huge overestimate of the true effects. However, as it was observed in
Ref. [91], all the terms of the type [log*(l —a;)/(l —x)] + , i > 0 , together constitute a
large fraction of C?s
<8)A in the region a;>0.5 (more precisely we obtain 40 % at
x = 0.6 and 95 % at a; = 0.75 ).

0.12

6?
I

0.01

U

X

i

Figure 8. Higher order corrections to F-z due to the non-singlet coefficient function
C J S . The different curves show the effects on F2 of higher order corrections to C£s

via the relation ^ F 2 e p ( x , Q 2 ) - i F 2 e n ( x , Q 2 ) = C ^ s ( g ) | ( t t + u - d - d ) ) when both

the quark distributions and ocs are kept constant. The spread of the different NNNLO
curves indicates the uncertainty of the 3-loop contribution (due to variations of the distributions as it is given in Eq. (4.54)). We used the parton distributions in the M S scheme
from the MRS(A) global fit [118] (in the NL order) at its parametiization scale Q 2 = 4
GeV2 and as = . 2 6 1 , n / = 4 . (LO = leading order, NLO = next-to-leading order, etc.)
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The present status of the effects of the higher order contributions to C ^ s is illustrated in figure 8. The 3-loop contribution is obtained by matching the following 4 linear combinations of distributions

C97

(4.54)
to the 5 available moments (N=2,4,6,8, 10)» where the numerical coefficients of the terms
[ I o g 5 ( l - x ) / ( l - x ) ] + and [ I o g 4 ( l - x ) / ( l - x ) ] + are taken from Eq. (4.52). Please
notice that in the variation of simple distributions in the 4 linear combinations above
we changed even the type of the expected small-a; singularities to obtain a conservative estimate of the accuracy of the reconstructions.
For the non-singlet combination of the nucleon structure functions F^p(x,Q2) —
n
F£ (x,Q2)
that is presented in figure 8, C%s is the only relevant coefficient function. The different curves show the effects on Fi of higher order corrections to C^1"5
when both the quark distributions and as are kept constant. Although the change in F2
2
is indicated when the order of approximation for Ci changes (LO indicates
3 ( 0 ) (S 1 )
NLO indicates C^
'+asC2
, etc.), it is in fact the quark distributions that may
have to be modified to keep F 2 in agreement with the experiments over a large ( x , Q 2 )
range when higher order corrections are globally included. We noticed that also at 3loops the two leading soft gluon contributions are to a large extent suppressed by 'subleading' contributions in the coefficient functions.
At a relatively low energy scale of Q2=A GeV2 of figure 8 we find that the 3-loop
contribution OgC^ s ' ( 3 ) gives a sizable correction to the coefficient function C " s (about
1/3 of the 2-loop contribution a2C^s
in the x region 0 . 2 < x < 0 . 9 ) . Furthermore,
from figure 8 one can observe apparent convergence of the QCD perturbation theory up
to and including the NNNL order.

4.5 The analytic results of the 3-loop calculation
Before we present the results for the anomalous dimensions and coefficient functions
we should explain our conventions for the different flavour factors that appear in the
present 3-loop calculation.

rmrfm
FC

FC02

FC'4

Figure9. Examples for diagrams in the flavour classes FC2, FCn,
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4.5 The analytic results of the 3-loop calculation
Diagrams in the flavour class FC2 (where both photons are attached to the quark
line of the external quark legs) have a SU(n/) flavour factor Q2f where the matrix Qf
is the quark charge matrix from the electromagnetic current (Qf = diag(2/3, —1/3,
—1/3,--) and tr(Q/) = X ) / 4 i e / where e / is the electromagnetic charge of a quark
with the corresponding flavour). Diagrams in the flavour class FCu (where one photon is attached to a closed quark loop and the other one to the quark line of the external quark legs) have a flavour matrix t r f Q / J Q / and diagrams in the flavour class
FC02 (flavour singlet diagrams, where both photon legs are attached to the same internal quark loop) have a flavour matrix tr(Qy\l.
The diagrams with external gluons
are split up into two flavour classes: the class FC2 has a flavour factor tr(Q^) and
the class FCu has a flavour factor (tr(Q/)) 2 .
To project out the non-singlet contributions one should take the flavour trace of the
diagrams with the generators A" of SU(n/) (due to the diagonal form of Qf only the
diagonal generators are relevant). This means that in the non-singlet projection only
the diagrams from the flavour classes FC2 and FCu contribute. In this way the diagrams of the class FC2 receive a flavour factor tr(Q/ A"), and the diagrams of the
class FCu receive a flavour factor tr(Q/) t r ( Q / A a ) . Since the ratio of these flavour
factors does not depend on the number a of a diagonal generator Xa
=3

(4.55)

t r ( Q / A")
it is possible to factorize the a-independent coefficient functions CgsN as follows

A:^N(p2/^),

(4.56)

where the non-singlet C£SN is independent of a. and the standard normalization is C^SN
= 1+ O(a8).
To project out the flavour singlet contributions for diagrams with external quark legs
one should take the trace with the unit flavour matrix.
The explicit values for the flavour factors fl2, flu, flo2, /^f> flii (f° r t n e flavour
classes FC2, FCu, FC02, FC% and FCfx respectively) that give the standard normalization of the coefficient functions for the non-singlet and singlet cases are given in
table 2. Please notice that singlet flavour factors are chosen such that they reduce to
unity if one substitutes for Qf the unit matrix Qf= diag(l,l,],•••)• Please notice that
the factor 3 in the non-singlet flavour factor flu originates from Eq. (4.55).
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Table2. Values for the flavour factors fl2, flu,

—

flO2, fl%,

fid-

Below we present the results for the 3-loop anomalous dimensions and the 3-loop
coefficient functions. Please notice that the results contain both the singlet and nonsinglet contributions. To obtain the specific non-singlet or singlet case one should substitute the flavour factors from table 2. In the results we have already put fl2 = fl% = 1 .
The reader may notice an overall factor 2 difference between our results for anomalous dimensions and the results in Ref. [84] which originates from our definition of
the renormalization scale derivative d/(dln(jjL2)) (see Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15)) versus
the derivative d/(d\n(ii)) in Ref. [84]. In the results for the coefficient functions we
have put fi2 = Q2 (in accordance with the evolution equation Eq.(4.17)). The Riemann
zeta function is written as C,n-

=

asCF%
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64/
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In addition to the results given above for the moments N=2,4,6,8, we present the following results for the non-singlet contributions to the 10th moment.
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4.5 The analytic results of the 3-loop calculation
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Summary
This thesis treats the calculation of quantum corrections to a number of high energy
processes that are measured in current and future accelerator experiments. The main
objective of these experiments is to accurately verify the generally accepted theory of
electro-weak and strong interactions, known as the Standard Model, and to look for
possible deviations.
Most of the processes that are treated in this thesis are of a type for which the final
state of a highly energetic scattering or decay process is measured inclusively. This
means that for the final state consisting of many particles (and correspondingly many
observables) only the total Lorentz-invariant mass is measured or reconstructed using
conservation laws. These processes have the advantage of a relatively small uncertainty
in the theoretical predictions that one can make with today's methods.
The higher order quantum corrections discussed in this thesis are due to strong
interactions. The motivation for calculating these corrections is twofold:
• The results of the calculations are needed for the confrontation of the Standard
Model with high accuracy experiments.
• The explicit results provide quantitative insight into the quantum theory of strong
interactions and into the applicability and reliability of generally used methods
such as perturbation theory.
The part of the Standard Model that describes the strong interactions is called Quantum
ChromoDynamics (QCD). The strong interactions are relatively strong (in comparison
with the electroweak interactions at presently accessible energies) and this leads to
relatively large quantum corrections. In QCD the matter is formed by quarks. These
quarks appear in 6 types (called flavours) with different masses. Each quark of a given
flavour has 3 possible colours. The strong interactions between quarks are mediated by
massless coloured particles which are called gluons.
In chapter 2, we have obtained third order QCD contributions to the inclusive decay
rate of Z° bosons into all possible final states consisting of strongly interacting particles
(hadrons). This process is measured with high accuracy by the LEP collaborations
(CERN, Geneva). In our calculation we neglected the mass of the lightest 5 quarks (their
mass is much smaller than the mass of the Z° -boson) and we made a systematic expansion
in the mass-ratio m\Im\ov.
The heaviest quark, the top quark, is approximately twice
as heavy as the Z° boson. For a specific contribution to this decay process one needs
to do the calculation with massive top quarks. In the third order QCD we obtained this
specific contribution and we found it to be approximately 20% of the previously known
third order contributions. The obtained expansion in the large top-quark-mass is found
to converge quickly and this increases the trust in the present results.
Also in the third order QCD and with the same technique for systematic large mass
expansions we obtained an expansion for the inclusive hadronic decay rate of a r-lepton,
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T~ —\-vT + hadrons, in terms of the mass-ratio m 2 / ( 4 m 2 ) (mc is de charm-quarkmass). This is a low energy process in comparison with Z°-boson decay and the higher
order quantum corrections are more prominent. Furthermore the mass ratio in which
we expand, m2-/(4m2),
is numerically close to 1. Nevertheless the charm-quark-mass
expansion is found to converge quickly.
In chapter 3 we investigated the top-quark-mass effects on two decay channels of a
Higgs boson: Higgs -» b-quarks, and Higgs —> gluons. The Standard Model predicts the
existence of a Higgs boson but this particle has not been observed in experiments. In the
case that the Higgs-boson-mass is smaller than twice the top-quark-mass, mn < 2 rritop,
we can apply a large top-quark-mass expansion. The large top-quark-mass expansion is
found to converge quickly for the quantities that we studied in this chapter. The results
obtained in this chapter are in agreement with the literature where comparison with the
literature is possible.
Chapter 4 discusses the calculation of 3-loop contributions to the deep-inelastic
lepton-nucleon scattering process. This process was important for our knowledge of the
strong interactions and is still measured in experiments such as ZEUS and HI (DESY,
Hamburg). In the formal expression for the cross-section for this process one parametrizes
the hadronic part in terms of structure functions. The deep-inelastic structure functions
depend on two observables: the 4-momentum-squared q2 that is exchanged between the
lepton and the nucleon and Bjorken's scaling variable x ( 0 < x < l ) . Existing methods
make it possible to calculate the q2-dependence of structure functions in perturbation
theory for large values of q2.
In chapter 4 we obtained the 3-loop contribution to the q2-dependence of the lower
moments /Q1 xN~lF(x,q2)dx,
N=2,4,6,8 of the structure functions F 2 en FL. The
extensive analysis of these moments gives for the first time an accurate image of
the complete 3-loop contributions in the kinematical region x > 0.1 (complete means:
if all moments, N=2,4,---,oo would we known). The calculated 3-loop contributions
are found to be quite regular; in the investigated kinematical region one finds that
the subsequent orders in the perturbative series (as far as they have been calculated)
decrease systematically, even for relatively low q2 (—q 2 =A GeV 2 ) and relatively large
x (xsa0.9).
The use of computers and efficient symbolic manipulation programs were essential
for the feasibility of the calculations that were described in this thesis. The obtained
results required the calculation of large numbers of Feynman diagrams (in chapter 4,
more than 10.000 diagrams) and large amounts of disk space and computation time.
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Samenvatting
Dit proefschrift behandelt de berekening van quantumcorrecties op een aantal hoogenergetische processen, die gemeten worden in huidige en toekomstige versnellerexperimenten. Deze experimenten hebben als doel de algemeen aanvaarde theorie voor sterke
en electro-zwakke interacties, het Standaard Model, tot op een hoge nauwkeurigheid te
verifiëren en mogelijke afwijkingen op te sporen.
De meeste processen die in dit proefschrift worden behandeld zijn van het type waarin
de eindtoestand van een hoog-energetisch botsings- of vervalsproces op een inclusieve
manier wordt gemeten. Dit wil zeggen dat van een eindtoestand, bestaande uit veel
deeltjes (zodat er veel meetbare grootheden zijn), alleen de totale Lorentz-invariante
massa wordt gemeten, of met behulp van behoudswetten wordt gereconstrueerd. Deze
processen hebben het voordeel van een relatief kleine onzekerheid in de theoretische
voorspellingen, die men kan doen met de methodes die op dit moment bestaan.
De hogere orde quantumcorrecties waarop dit proefschrift zich richt, zijn het gevolg
van sterke interacties. De motivatie voor het uitrekenen van deze correcties is tweevoudig:
• Ten eerste zijn de resultaten van de berekeningen nodig voor een confrontatie van
het Standaard Model met hoge precisie-experimenten.
• Ten tweede verschaffen expliciete resultaten quantitatief inzicht in de quantum
theorie voor sterke interacties en in de toepasbaarheid en betrouwbaarheid van
veelgebruikte methodes waaronder ook storingstheorie valt.
Het deel van het Standaard Model dat de sterke interacties (en de daarvoor gevoelige
elementaire deeltjes) beschrijft heet Quantum ChromoDynamica (QCD). Zoals de naam
doet vermoeden zijn de sterke interacties relatief sterk (in vergelijking met de electrozwakke interacties bij huidige experimenteel toegankelijke energieën) en dit leidt er toe
dat hogere orde quantumcorrecties ten gevolge van deze interacties relatief groot zijn.
Binnen QCD wordt de materie gevormd door quarks. Deze quarks komen in de natuur
voor in 6 soorten (smaken) die per smaak een verschillende massa hebben. Bovendien
komt iedere quark met een gegeven smaak voor in 3 zogeheten kleuren. De quarks
ondergaan sterke interacties onder uitwisseling van gekleurde deeltjes die gluonen worden
genoemd.
In hoofdstuk 2 hebben we derde orde QCD bijdragen berekend voor het inclusieve
vervalsproces van Z°-bosonen naar alle mogelijke eindtoestanden bestaande uit sterk
wisselwerkende deeltjes, de zg. hadronen. (De Z°-bosonen zorgen samen met W±bosonen voor de overdracht van de zwakke wisselwerking.) Dit proces is met hoge
precisie gemeten door de LEP collaboraties (CERN, Genève). In onze berekening wordt
de massa van de 5 lichtste quarks verwaarloosd (hun massa is veel kleiner dan de massa
van een Z°-boson) en wordt een systematische expansie gemaakt in de massa-verhouding
m%/m2top.
De zwaarste quark, de top quark, is ongeveer twee keer zo zwaar als het
Z° deeltje. Voor een bepaalde bijdrage tot dit vervalsproces moest de berekening gedaan
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worden met massieve top quarks. In de derde orde QCD hebben we deze specifieke
bijdrage berekend en deze blijkt ongeveer 2 0 % van de voorheen bekende derde orde
bijdragen te zijn. De verkregen expansie in de grote top-quark-massa blijkt bijzonder
snel te convergeren en dit verhoogt het vertrouwen in de nu bekende resultaten.
Eveneens in de derde orde QCD, en met dezelfde techniek van systematische grotemassa-expansies, hebben we een expansie gemaakt voor het inclusieve hadronische verval
van een r-lepton, T^>VT + hadronen, in de massaverhouding m2./(4m2)
( m c is de
charm-quark-massa). Omdat dit proces in vergelijking met Z° -verval een relatief lageenergie-proces is zijn de hogere orde quantumcorrecties prominenter. Bovendien ligt
de massaverhouding m ' / ( 4 r a ^ ) numeriek dicht bij 1. Desalniettemin blijkt de charmquark-massa-expansie snel te convergeren.
In hoofdstuk 3 zijn effecten van de top-quark-massa op twee vervalskanalen van een
Higgs-boson onderzocht: Higgs —> b-quarks, en Higgs —> gluonen. Het bestaan van
een Higgs-boson wordt voorspeld door het Standaard Model, maar Higgs bosonen zijn
nog niet experimenteel waargenomen. In het geval dat de massa van een Higgs-boson
kleiner is dan twee keer de top-quark-massa, тн < 2 mtop
, kunnen we een grote
top-quark-massa expansie toepassen. De grote top-quark-massa expansie blijkt ook voor
de in hoofdstuk 3 bestudeerde grootheden snel te convergeren. Waar vergelijking met
de literatuur mogelijk is zijn onze resultaten hiermee in overeenstemming.
Hooftstuk 4 is gewijd aan de berekening van 3-lus bijdragen aan het diep-inelastische lepton-nucleon verstrooiingsproces. Dit proces heeft een belangrijke rol gespeeld
in de ontwikkeling van de huidige kennis van de sterke wisselwerkingen en wordt ook
nu nog gemeten in experimenten waaronder ZEUS en Hl (DESY, Hamburg). In de
formele uitdrukking van de botsingsdoorsnede voor dit proces wordt het hadronische
deel geparametriseerd door zg. structuurfuncties. De diep-inelastische structuurfuncties
hangen af van twee grootheden: de 4-impuls in het kwadraat q2, die wordt uitgewisseld
tussen het lepton en het nucléon, en Bjorken's schaalingsparameter x ( 0 < ж < 1 ) . Bestaande methodes maken het mogelijk om de q2-afhankelijkheid van de structuurfuncties
in storingstheorie te berekenen voor grote waarden van q2.
In hoofdstuk 4 hebben we de 3-lus bijdrage aan de q2-afhankelijkheid berekend
voor de lagere momenten f^xN~1F(x,q2)dx,
N=2,4,6,8 van de structuurfuncties F2
en FL- De uitgebreide analyse van deze momenten geeft voor het eerst een beeld van
de volledige 3-lus bijdragen in het kinematische gebied ж > 0 . 1 (volledig wil zeggen
als alle momenten N=2, 4,---,oo bekend zouden zijn). De berekende 3-lus bijdragen
blijken zich regelmatig te gedragen; in het onderzochte kinematische gebied worden de
opeenvolgende ordes in de storings reeks (voor zover ze zijn berekend) systematisch
kleiner, zelfs voor relatief lage q2 (—q2 = 4 GeV 2 ) en relatief grote x (жй0.9).
Het gebruik van computers en efficiënte symbolische-manipulatie-programma's waren essentieel voor de haalbaarheid van de in dit proefschrift beschreven analytische
berekeningen. De verkregen resultaten vereisten de berekening van grote hoeveelheden
multiloop Feynman-diagrammen (in hoofdstuk 4 meer dan 10.000 diagrammen) en grote
hoeveelheden diskruimte en rekentijd.
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